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INTRODUCTION 
The Agacle lignite deposit, as a potential source of 
fuel, near Istanbul, Turkey has been ueed in this study to 
apply the principles of strip mining operations. The details 
of the deposit upon whic~ this thes i s is predicated will be 
present ed later in this paper. 
The fuel requirement of the city of Istanbul with a 
9opulat1on of nearly a million is considerebly greater then 
can easily be m t. Some of the fuel needs are accommodated 
by electrical energy by producer gas, by bituminous coal 
brought from Zonguldak (about 200 miles from the city), by 
charcoal, and by fuel wood. During the winter months, the 
Lack of readily available fuel becomes critical and semi-
rationing is necessary. This paper is devoted to an anal-
ysis of the lignite deposit which is presently undeveloped 
but which, being only 30 miles northeast of Istanbul and 
oontainin~ 8 million metric tons, may serve ultimately to 
supplement the fuel supplies of the city. A snall portion 
of this deposit has been studied with view toward exploita-
tion by open-cut mining methods. 
There ere other scattered lignite deposits in Turkey. 
The problem of fuel in central Turkey is similar to that 
of Istanbul. The dearth of private capital and the seeming 
lack of initiative on the part of the government has delayed 
the development of these deposits. The government recently 
took positive steps toward the utilization of domestic lignite. 
1 
The underlying reasons for this recent movement are (1) to 
provide inexpensive fuel, (2) to substitute lignite for 
wood in cities and tovms in order to conserve forests, (3) to 
supply raw material for the other industrial uses which might 
be stimulated if sufficient quantities of lignite are assured, 
(4) to substitute lignite for coking coal in domestic uses. 
This substitution saves coRing coal for industrial uses ~nd 
possible export in the event there is a surplus to secure 
foreign exchange and stimulate foreign trade. 
All units will be expressed in this paper, unless other-
1-rise stated, in terms of British units. For the Turkish reader 
conversion factors will be given. It should also be stated 
that in this study only the major phases of stripping methods, 
disposal of waste, transporting of coal, method of deter~ining 
t~e cost per cubic yard of production, and the general main-
te.nance of the mine l'lill be discussed. 
REVIE"! OF LITEJtll.TURE 
Most of the literature published by leading mining 
magazines is of a descriptive nature. The magaz:tnes w!J.ich 
frequently feature articles on strip mining are Coal Age, 
Mechanization, The Exca.vative Engineer, g~d ':Che Mining 
Congress Journal. The discussion of current strip ··mining 
problems by leading coal operators at the Mining Congress 
Journal Convention are published in the 11Coal Mine Modern-
ization Year Book 11 , which also contains papers on other 
ph8.ses of the coe..l industry such as underground operations, 
safety, maintenance, and management. 
The United States Bureau of Mines publications on strip 
mining are also ·descriptive, but study of these publications 
gives only a general picture. T.he Bureau of Mines Bulletin 
298 111.fethads, Costs, and Safety · in S-tripping and Mining Coal, 
Copper Ore, Iron 0re, Bauxite, and Pebble Phosphate" by 
E. R. Cash and M. W. Von Bernewitz discusses in detail the 
devel·opment o:r · st~ip mining in the United States. Albert L. 
Toenges and Frank A. Jones in Report of Investigations 3416 
compare truck and rail haulage in bituminous coal strip mines. 
{Ji~R •• Thoemen and his associates made a series of fine studies 
on shovel loading, truck haulage, and drilling in quarries. 
The results of these studies, which are suggestive of methods 
of increasing efficiency in strip mine operations, are pub-




A technice.l me.nual TM .5-2.52 11 Use of Road and Airdrome 
Construction· Equipment 11 by the w·ar Department and the un-
published thesis "Principles and Practices Controlling the 
Use of Earthmoving Equipment 11 by \t{. T. Latvala are · excellent 
reference works on performance, limitations, and quick esti-
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THE DESCRIPTION OF AGACLE LIGNITE DEPOSIT 
Location 
The Agcvcle lignite deposit is located betw·een 30 and . 
35 miles northeast of Ista.nbul (formerly called Constanti~ 
nople), TtTkey. The deposit lies along the shore of Black 
Sea, as shown on map no. 1. 
Geography 
In general, the regional topography of the district con-
sists of small gently rolling hills uhich are ·cut by small, 
seasonal creek channels. A portion of the Agacle lignite 
deposit Hhich is suitable for stripping is loca.ted on one 
of these hills. This hill, Kumte:pe, (mes.ning sandy hill) is 
in the center of the Agacle deposit. 
Map no. 2 shows the general topography of Kumtepe. It 
can be seen from the map that the trend of the hill is north-
east, and it is bordered o~ the west by Agacle Creek and on 
the east by Havakadin Creek. Both creeks discharge into the 
Black Sea. The average slope of the hill toward these creeks 
and to'tvard the Black Sea is about 8 per cent. The slope of 
6 
the hill is some~vhat less in the w·esterly and northerly dir-
ection than in the easterly direction. The maximum elevation 
of the hill· at triangulation point 6A is 94.47 meters (310ft.). 
The vegetation on the hill consists of grass, small 
bushes, ana. scattered trees. In the left lower and left upper 
corner of the area shovm on the map the trees become more 
dense. 
Climate 
In general, the climate in Istanbul and vicinity is not 
severe enough to hinder stripping operations, except during 
the months of December, January, Februc;.ry and the first part 
of March. The rain and sno~ of these months will seriously 
hamper, if not stop, the operations. Throughout the rest of 
the year, mining operations can continue without serious 
interruptions. The mine should be able to operate 250 days 
annually working 6 days a week. 
Geology 
A few· studies have been made of the geology of Thrace, 
the Euopea.n portion of Turkey, in '-'Thich the Agacle lignites 
are found. Thrace is a comparatively flat basin bounded on 
the north and south by ·mountains·. The central plains area 
7 
is almost entirely covered by continenta1Pl1o,oe.n.e; deposits. 
It is believed that subsidence occurred at -the end of Cretac-
eous lime. miocene formations lie discordantly on the Oli• 
gacene formations. A second subs :tdence 1--rhich took place 
during the Miocene was regional and less pronounced. Shallow 
seas with lacustrine and continental conditions prevailed, 
and thus deposits of sandstone~ lignite, and varicolored 
clays and shales -vrere formed. The E?:tooen~ deposits are 
mostly continental. 
Prospecting at Kumtene 
. There is no record of the exact date of the discovery of 
lignite.:.ln this area. The :~fining Research and Exploration 
Institute of Turkey, · here after referred to as M. T. A., com-
pleted the prospecting at Kumtepe in March 1950. Total 
TabJ.e I I 
· Summary of Prospecting Results and Stripping 
Ratios at Each Hole (Elevations, Thickness, are in meter) 
Block Hole Elev. of Bed no. 1 Rl Bed no. 2 R2 Bed No. 3 RJ Remarks 
no. Collar of 
Hole 
1 22.5 8.16 · 1.01/0.80 8.9 
202 9.68 2.68/1.60 4.4 
2 Insufficient da 1a 
J. 221 18.)4 .24/ .27 68 
222 12.14 5.44/ ·l5 4L~.s 4.so/1.7S .s4 
223 1).26 1.46/.6.5 
4. 173 21.90 6.9011.00 15 
141 23.73 12.2)/1.00 11·5 9-7311.00 2.5 
5· 121 28.71 19-2111.)0 6.3 12.21/ .so 14 8.7111.00 ).5 
122 31·13 1B.63/3.so 3·.5 ·10.1311.00 s.s 
12S 33.69 1,5.69/2.00 9 9·191 .20 28 
133 24.60 1S.6o/2.00 4 • .5 8.6011.00 7 .60/1.00 6.,5 
137 28.93 1,5.43/1.50 9 9.43/ • 70 8 • .5 3.43/ .so 11 
136 18.48 7.4811.00 11 3. 4·81 .so 8 
13.5 29.15 16.1512 • .50 S-2 9·1SI .so 16 
163 17.20 7. 70/ • 7.5 12 • .5 3.2o/ .so 8 
164 23.65 . 7.6s/ ·1S 21 3.6sl .so 8 
166 29.72 1.5. 7212 ~· 00 7 8. 72/ .so 14 
134 28.93 1S.4311.,50 9 9.4J/ • 70 8.5 ).921 .so 11 
1S4 21.67 7.67/ .so 26 1.S11 .so 13 
124 28.06 17.06/3.00 2.7 10.06/ .so 14 s.s6! .so 11 
6. 1S8 32.06 15.o6/ .so 34 9-061 .so 12 s.o6/ .so 8 
167 . )2.11 17 ·111 .so 30 1.1.111 .so 12 ()) 
Table III (oont 1d) 
Block Hole Elev. of Bed. no. 1 Rl Bed no. 2 R2 Bed no. 3 R3 Remarks 
no. Col1e.r 
of Hole 
7 113 32 • .52 24.5212.50 3.2 11.02/1.50 9 
102 37· 33 29.)3/2.50 3"!2 22.3312.00 3·.5 16.))/ .so 12 
106 31.09 22.5912.50 3.8 12 • .5913.00 s.o 7·5911.50 3·3 
lOS 27.36 20.)6/1.50 4.6 13·36/1.00 7-0 13.36/1.00 ).0 
111 28.73 15·7311.SO 8.7 11.23/ .so 9 
229 39·99 24.69/1.8.5 8.3 17.62/ .60 11.8 10.49/ .40 18.8 
8 138 3S.64 26.64/ .2,5 36 19.64/2.00 
.3·5 11.64/ .so 1.6 A fourth Bed at 8.14/1.00 
140 33.40 20 .oo/3.00 4.6 13.oo/ .so 14 s.so/1.50 3 
104 31.81 21.3112.00 s.o 9.81/2.00 s.s 
!39 40.42 19.42/2 • .50 8.3 11-92/ .so 
126 39.84 21.81/2.SO 7-3 
132 132 37·13 22.1312·.so 6.0 1).1311.SO 6.7 
172 41.44 20.44/2. o.o 10 .s 13.44/o.so 14 
127 . 44.77 2 s • 77 I 2 • o o 8 • s 10.7711.00 1S.OO 
129 40~4.5 22.4.5/2.00 9.0 16.9SI1.SO 3.6 10.45/ .so 13 
230 40.2.5 24.45/2.10 7·.5 15 ·97/ .18 53 12.20/ .4.5 8.4 
228 41.98 24.9311.7.5 1.5·.5 16.68/ .20 41 12 .sal. · ·99 8.4 
227 40.06 2 5 • 41/1 • 70 8 • 6 17._56/ .so 1) •. 7 13.06/ ·35 41.) 
128 S1.42 26.42/3.00 8.3 18.4211.00 8.0 
179 48.56 31.)6/1.00 17 .o 26.o6/ .so 11 23-S61 .so s A fourth bed 
at 2o.o6/ .so 
9 165 .37 ·1 7 20.67/2.00 8.2 
170 32.68 18.18/2.00 7·3 s.68/ .so 2S 
171 30~98 10.98/ .so 40 
177 41.80 20.80/2.00 10 • .5 13.)0/ .so 1.5 
174 41 .• 20 22.20/2.00 9·.5 14.20/ .so 16 
175 .39·91 24.41/2.00 7·.5 
173 36.02 22.02/ .2.5 56 17.17/ .so 9.6 13.77/ .so 6.8 \.0 
176 47.18 2.5.18/2.00 11 18.68/ .so 13 
Table III (cont'd) 
Block Hole Elev. of Bed no. 1 R1 :Sed no. 2 R2 Bed no. 3 RJ Remarks 
mo. Co1le.r of 
Hole 
·-10 Insufficient :data ~vailab1e 
11 11.5 37-1.5 2'6 ·1.511. 00 11 24.6.511.00 1·.5 20.6.511.00 4 
14.5 43.67 3.5 .1 7 I 2 • o o 8.2 27.171 .so 16 22.671 .so 9 
12 114 39.39 32-3912.SO 2.8 23.891 .so 17 19.991 .so 4 
131 42.S3 27 .sol 2 .so 6 19.S31 .2S 32 14.731 .2.5 19 
116 43.93 32.9313.00 3·7 23.9311.00 9 20.9311.00 3 
142 44.80 33.8ol2•so 4.4 26.8o/ .so 14 2,5.80/ .so 2 
143 49.20 34.2012.50 6 26.7011.00 7-S 21.zo/ .so 11 
144 49.63 31.6312.SO 7.4 23.1311.00 8.50 18.131 .so 10 
117 S2~.3.3 31-.331.3.00 7~0 2).8.311.00 7·.50 
148 .51-0.5 37 .sslz .oo 6.7 30.0.511.00 7 • .5o 2.5.osl .so 10 
1.53 6L1-. 71 36.71/2.00 14.0 30. 711).00 2.00 16.71/ .so 28 
13 227 L~6. 09 2.5 .01/1. 70 12 17 .:;61 .so 1.5 13.06/ ·3.5 13 
1.5S S1.94 28.44/1 • .50 lS 26. 4·4/ .so 4 2 0 • I-4-L~I 1 • 0 0 6.0 A fourth Bed at 
1.52 51·13 27.13/ 3.oo 8 19.6312.)0 3 1.5·13/ .so 8 1.5-941 .so 
180 53.01 33-01/ .so 40 26 • .51/ .so 12 Not in stripping 
130 .54.43 28.93/2.00 13 22. }.J-311. 50 4.3 16.93/ .so 11 lim! ts 
182 60.20 32.201 .so .56 28i20/2.00 2 14.201 .so 28 
183 66.49 34. L~9l 2. 00 16 27.491 .so 111- 22.991 .so 9 
14 178 49.77 29.77/2.00 10 22.27/ .so 15 
181 S6.77 41.7711.00 1.5 30.771 .so 22 
21.5 61.80 43.96/ ·1.5 li2 40.)1/ ·9.5 ).8 32.9311.74 4.2 
213 S2.97 40.6711.0S 11.-7 32.9711.90 4.6 22.7710.4.5 16 
212 4.5. 40 )0.9SI1.8.5 7-8 23·.521 .)4 22 18.16lo.3o 18 




Tab2e III (contrd) 
Ho2e Elev. o'£ Bed no. 1 R1 Bed no. 2 no. Collar of 
Hole 
15 203 35.50 2.5.1.511.6.5 6.3 18.96/ .26 
204 )2.13 25.87/2.10 3 32-97/ -17 
16 
17 150 62.96 LI, 2 • 4 6 I . 5 o 41 35·96/2.00 
151 70.73 34.7311.00 36 
18 18LJ- 77.27 39-77/2.00 18 
18.5 72.67 40.67/1.00 32 33.67/2.00 
217 68.79 Li-1 • 49/ ·1.5 182 39.39/ .80 
19 216 62.40 34.1012.10 13·.5 2.5.80/ .so 
214 .54. 00 42.oo/ .6o 13 34.3o/1.8'o 
233 47.67 33.82/1.9.5 7.1 27.37/ • .50 
218 62.09 4J.69/ .6o 32 35.6311.59 
20 Insufficient data available 
21 189 32.24 24.24/1.00 8 1.5. 74/ • .50 
194 )2.)9 16.)91 .40 L~o 
188 45.52 31.02/1.50 9·.7 29.211.15 
22 198 .52. 04· 34.74/2.15 7.8 2 7 • .5~:fl • 30 
197 52.72 30.3~1-/2.02 11 23.48/ ·50 
199 66.63 4.5. 73/ .so 41.8 32.24/1.5.5 
2.50 64.67 .50 ·371 .so 29.6 48.01/ .10 
R2 Bed no. 3 
24 14.37/ -19 
17 19.79/ .60 
).2 27.961 ._50 
3-5 25.67/ .so 
2.6 33.3911.7.5 
16.6 20.40/ .JO 
4.3 26. Lr6! .25 
12 22.091 .67 
.5·1 28.291 .60 
17 10.24/ .30 
1·5 23-52/ .so 
24 




















tignite reserves in the Agacle Region, including Kumtepe, is 
estimated to be 8 million metl"ic tons·. The prospect holes 
were drilled with Bravo hand drills and gasoline driven Sul-
livan and Longyear type drills. 
The holes were placed at random, but their coordinates 
can be determined from the 200 meter grid syst.em of map no. 3. 
In all, 239 holes were drilled. The most promising grid squares 
were chosen from the study of log of drill holes. Each square 
is designated by a number in its NW corner. For convenience 
these squares will be refer~ed to as Block no. 1, Block no. 2, 
. . • Block no. 20. 
Map no. 2 shows the c:trea of Kumtepe uhich 't-las most thor-
oughly prospected. The rest of the Ku.mtepe lie.s inadaquately 
explored, so that the resulting data do not justify an esti-
mation of reserves. The pertinent drill hole data are sum-
marized in Table (I). An explanation of Table (I) follows, 
using hole no. 121 in Block no. 5 e.s en example: 
28.71 m Elevation· of the collar of the hole 
19.21/1.50 Bed no. 1 at en elevation 19.21 meter 





Ratio of overburden thickness to th~ 
thickness of coal (stripping ratio) 
Bed no. 2 at an elevation 12.21 meter 
is .50 meter thick 
Stripping ratio for Bed no. 2 (it does 
not include the overburden of Bed no. 1) 
Bed no. 3 at an elevation g.? 1 meter ~is 
1.00 meter thick 
13 
Stripping ratio for Bed no.. 3 ( it does· 
not include the overburden of Bed no. 1 
and Bed no • 2 • ) 
Bed no. 1 is the uppermost bed; Bed no. 2 is the intermediate 
bed, and Bed no. 3 is the lower bed. The average thicknesses 
of the beds, computed from the data given in the ~able s (I) 
are 1.6 meter (5 ft.) 1.25 ceter (4.2 ft.), and 0.88 meter 
(2.9 ft.), respectively. 
In some of the holes the presence of one or two of the 
three kno~~ beds may not be indicated although the existence 
of these beds is evident from the adjacent holes. Thts is 
probably the result of poor core recovery. Considerable 
difficulty was experienced in attaining good core recovery 
because of hole cavings. 
The average dip of the beds is about. one degree to the 
NE. Though on the accompaning cross-cec~~ons, the apparent 
dip is show·n as five degrees because the horizontal and 
vertical scales are different. However, for the - purpose of 
simplifying the computations the beds have been considered 
to be horizontal• An additional feature worth noting on the 
cross-sections is the undulation of the lignite beds. This 
undulation is more or less similar in each bed. This feature 
can be detected also if the isopac~ of the overburden for 
Bed no. 1 on map no. 4 are studied. The island-like closures 
correspond almost identically with the basins or small hills 
fo~ed by the undulations. 
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The overburden consists of semi-consolidat.ed sand, sandy 
cle~Y and vari-colored clays. In, 2v · few holes, conglomerate 
has been encountered. The thickness of the burden over Bed 
no. I varies between 5.0 ft. to 75.0 ft. and averages about 
35 ft. The ave~age thickness of burden for Bed no. 2 is 25 
ft. and for Bed no. 3 14 ft. Typical columnar sections ere 
sho't..rn in Fig. (1). The thickness of sana is·:.approximately 
equal to the thickness of clay and sandy clay in the over-
burden of Bed no. 1. The overburden of Bed no. 2 and Bed no.3 
consists 0f clay and sandy clay. 
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LIGNITE AND ITS USES 
In general, the classitication of coals is based on the 
fi~~ed carbon and volatile matter content. Coal with 20 to 40 
per cent fixed carbon and 26 to 30 per cent volatile matter 
is considered lignite. The following Table II shows the com-
plete classification: 
+ Table (II). 
Classification of Coal 
Type of Coal 
Anthracite 
Fixed Carbon Volatile Matter 
Semi anthrac-ite 
Semi bituminous 
Bitlli~inous (low moisture) 




















+(From Coal Miner 1 s Handbook) 
% 
,., 
Unfortunately there are not many data available on the 
chemical composition of the Kumtepe lignite. The following 
(1)" 
statistics were supplied by M. T. A.: 
Raw lignite contains 45% water 
Air dry lignite contains 10~15% water 
Air dry lignite contains 13% ash 
Air dry lignite contains 2.:.3% Sulphur 
Air dry lignite gives 11900 B.T.U. (3000 Cal) 
Specific gravity of raw lignite 1.25 
(1) Personal Communication, December, 1950 
Lignite, especially in large blocks, bres.K.s up easily 
when exposed to air. This disintegration is due primarily 
211-
to the rapid evaporation of the lvater which constitute from 
20 to 35 per cent of the lignite in place. 
The cost of transporting coal containing so· much moisture 
is excessive. Furthermore, the high moisture content causes 
a severe reduction in the efficiency of the fuel. It is, 
therefore, important that moisture be removed before shipment. 
11Holvever, the tendency of coal to form slack ~rhen burned, even 
after the moisture has been removed, presents a.nother difficult 
problem. As a result, the utilization of lignite has been 
confined to comparatively ne.rrow regions near the deposits." 
(2) Babcock, E. J., Economic Methods of Utilizing '\tlestern 
Lignites, u. s. Bureau of Mines Bulletin 89, 1915, P• 8. 
(2) 
The utilization of lignite as a fuel can be stimulated 
if it can be satisfactorily and economically converted to a 
fuel that is free from moisture and is of a size and strength 
suitable for general commercial use. Instead of burning the 
lignite in a crude state, it should be treated so as to yield 
several products, each of which can be adopted to a particular 
comme~cial need, as follows: 
1. Dried lignite - This may be used in automatic stokers 
and fuel-gas producers. 
2. Pulverized lignite ~ Pulverization of highly gaseous 
lignite produces · fuel with properties similar to those of 
crude petroleum or natural gas. Dry lignite when pulver-
ized is fed into a furnace '·rith an air blast, the result 
is a gaseous fuel. The supply of coal end air can be 
regul~ted in order to secure the desired temperature. 
2S 
Pulverized lignite can be used in oil burners in conjunc-
tion 't-.rith fuel oil. 11An oil mixtur•e containing 30 per 
cent dried and finely pulverized lignite will still keep 
fluidity ~nd it vJ"ould decrease oil cost 11 ( )) 
(3) Darling, s. M., Notes on -Lignite, u. s. Bureau of 
Mines T. P. 178, 1919, P• 19. 
3. Producer Gas - Producer gas is derived from the in-
complete combustion of a thick bed of lignite in a spec-
ially designed combustion a.nd gets producing chamber. 
Unlike the production of ordinary coal gas, there is 
little or no residuum left in the producer chamber. 
The gas yield from one to·n of lignite varies bet,veen 6,000 
and 70,000 cubic feet and has a heating value of approx-
imately 140 B.Y.U. per cubic foot. Thus, the gas from one 
ton of lignite can produce between 760 and 800 H. P. 
4. Briquetted lignite - Slack or crushed lignite often 
is briquetted with special ~ncers under pressure. An 
additional revenue may be derived by combining the gas 
from the briquetting plants and Hith the producer gas. 
Advantages of briquetting cay be sUtumarized as follo,;v-s: 
(a) ~;large gain in heating value, (b) Prevention of 
slacking. (c) Mass is held together during combustion, 
(d) Uniform size and cleanliness. 
The location is the most important point to be considered 
l~Then contemplating the erection of e plant to treat lignite. 
The plant should be near the mine and should be designed to 
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te..ke rau 1 ignite directly from the mine cars in order to eli-
minate intermediate handling. The plant could then profitably 
utilize slack accumulations resulting from mining operations 
and from 'tveathering for the me.nufacture of briquettes. 
The briquetting plant should be considered as subsidiary 
to the lignite mine since, at most mines, only a portion of 
the output would be briquetteu. 
· Lignite briquet~·s should be shipped into areas that '\·Till 
be competitive with high grade coal shipped from a distance. 
In this respect the city of Istanbul is considered an ideal 
market. 
Industrial plants located a.t a distance from bitlllinous 
coal mines should find lignite economical as a fuel. It has 
been pointed out that there are many industrial uses for 
lignite (producer gas, tar, and e~monium sulphate) which can 
be developed profitably by the mine operation, if a careful 
study has been made of the fuel needs of the industrial area. 
There about 8 million metric tons of lignite avallable 
for mining in the Agacle Region and any industrial efforts 
l-rhich .depend on a. supply of lignite as fuel can look to the 
futu.re with conf.idence. 
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ADVAt'JTAGES OF STRIF · l~INING 
The ideal in any mining operation is to obtain the most 
efficient use of man-power, machinery, and capital in an effort 
to secure maximum production at the lowest possible cost. Be-
cause there is a wide variation in the conditions under which 
coal is mined, and, because mining engineers and executives 
h~ve individual preferences for equipment and methods of 
extraction, there are many bases which can be set up in order 
to obtain the desired results. 
One important diffe~ence between underground mining oper-
ations and surface mining operations is that surface methods 
make possible the use of equipment that yields a much higher 
output per man shift. This advantageous use of me.n-pot-ter in 
strip mine operation makes it attr~ctive where conditions are 
suited to this method. 
Some emphasis on underlying ce.uses of the present trend. 
to't'lard strip mining may provide a better understanding of the 
problems to be solved in effectinz ~ successful operation. 
11 The price of l~bor ls at an all time high tilth the re-
sult that the widest differential on record exists in terms 
of purchased energy bett-reen the cost of rns.n-pot--rer and other 
forms of power sue~ as electric, diesel, and explosives. 
The relationship (of these energy sources.) .to each other in 
terms or cost per horsepow·er - hour, if the cost of electricity 
is taken as one then diesel energy liOUld cost from 1 to 3 times 
~s much, explosives energy 10 to 20 times as much, and human 
energy 5,000 to 20, 000 times as much. 11 ( 4 ) 
(4) Bailey, Harold L., Hillside Stripping in West Virginia; 
Coal Mine Modernization Year Book, 1948, p. 216 
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Man is outclassed by machinery as a producer of energy. In 
strip mining greater· quantities of low cost energy (electric, 
diesel, explosives) and lesser quantities of high cost energy 
(man) ar;~ utilized. 
Thin beds of coal 14 to 24 inches thicm are being mined 
successfully by strip mining methods. The recovery of coal 
in underground mining methods in the United States rangeP 
from approximately 50 per cent to 60 per cent. Strip mining 
recovery in a given area varies from 70 per cent to 95 per 
cent, and as a result it conserves a natural resource that 
can not be replaced. 
Shut-down expenses are small in strip mining and cost 
of getting ba.ck into production is much less than l-Tith under 
ground methods. 
Underground mining may cause subsidence which can be 
severe and dangerous at shallow depth and may permanently 
despoil the land. With stripping the ground can be restored 
so that there is only slight settlement to the finished sur-
face and often the land is improved in value. 
"(Strip mining) does not attempt to, and never can, com-
pete with deep mining in this country (England), but for the 
winning (recovering) of coal from beneath shallow cover, it 
:possesses many advantages over that of normal mining (under-
,.. ... _.., •"" .. ~ "·"'! r·, .·•••· ··_ ·.: " •• ~ . r . • . _~ -~- .·: t:; ·. '· · .... .. . ·..... -- -
ground mining). n (5) This statement might be true for England, 
(5) Hindley, Ralph, Open Cut Coal Production, The Colliery 
Gue.rdian, Nov. 14, 1947, p. 651. 
but in the United States of America, strip mining for over 
twenty years has been in competition l:ith underground !'!lining 
and the number of strip mines increases each year. The ele-
ments of cost saving in stripping oper&tions can be summarized 
as follows: 
a) The heavy item of cost of timber for support is eli-
:nina ted. 
b) Ventilation is unnecese~ry. 
c) Larger hauling units can be used in hauling coal. 
d) The possibility of moving the shovel or other heavy 
equipment when the coal deposit is exhausted confers a 
higher salvage value upon investment. 
e) Production per men per day in strip mines i3 about 
13.0 tons, as coreparecl uith all underground mines 1-.rhich 
has an average of 4.6 tons. See Table III for comparative 
statistics in terms of man - hours per ton in a few 
coal producing states. 
The d~sadvantages of strip mining are stated below: 
a) Topography and location of deposits often limit the 
stripping ope~ation, and creaDes problems of drainage 
and disposal of overburden. 
b) The initial invcotment is high. 
c) Operations are subject to more frequent de1~ys be-
cause of weather. 
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d) The size of the equipment available often limits the 
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(6) Kiessling, 0. E., and Davis, J. A., Mining 'P-ituminous Coal 
by stripping Methods, Bureau of l.fines, ~. C. 6383, p. 6 
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SELECTION OF STRJ..t'Pir!G RA.TIO 
In genc:eal, econorr1ic stripping ratios are dependent upon 
the character and thickness of the overburden, the thickness 
and price of coa1, and accessibility of the market. Under 
ideal conditions, such as in the Kansas fields, this ratio 
runs as high as 32 to 1. In other areas it does not commonly 
run beyond 15 to 1 and averages 12 to 1. 
The conditions at Ktmtepe deposit for mining by open-
cut operation are favorable. The overburden is of a type 
that does not require blasting. The beds have a uniform 
thickness. In recent years, price of lignite ~as been high, 
averaging $8.80 per ton in Istanbul e.nd $5.)0 F. 0. B. mine. 
Istanbul is readily 8.ccessible from the mine over a state 
maintained highway. Alt~ough the transportation cost per 
metric ton is high, $2.60 per ton to Istanbul {30 miles), 
it is expected . that this cost can be reduced somewhat. The 
economic stripplng ratio 12 to 1 he.s been chosen for this 
deposit. This ratio is comparable to the ratios used in the 
United States under like conditions. The ratio allo'tfS a 
safety factor in computation of amount of overburden and 
lignite. 
The influence of the stripping ratio on the output per 
man per day is shol·rn in Fig. ~. It 1~ill be noted that the 
curve of output per man falls rapidly as the stripping ratio 
increases. Higher ratio mines have a much lower output per 
·man end, therefore, except as offset by lower wages, a ~uch 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CO~~!PUTATION OF Ov'?:B.BURDEN 
Comparison of Earth work Computations Methods: 
There are several methods that may be used in computing 
the volume of earth ln place. Some of such methods are the 
End - Area Formula, the Prismoidal formula a.nd the Hethod of 
Unit Area.s. 
End - Area FormuJ.a: 
V, L, A, and A2 are the same as in the end - area formula. 
The area~M is not the mean of A1 and A2 , but is the area deter-
mined from the average of the linear dimensions composing A
1
, 
and A2 • In a series of cross sections with equal spacings 
and 'tvith nearly equal areas, "each alternate cross section may 
be taken as a midd.le section 'tvhose area is M, if L is the dis-
tance between sections, the length of the prismoid will be 2L. 
For a continuous line of ea.rth work, the volume in cubic feet 
( 7) (cubic meter) obtained by t~e prisfiloidal formula then becomes" 
(7) Tracy, J. C., Surveying Theo!"y and Practice, John 1V'iley 
and. Sons, Inc., Ne":\T York, 1947, pp. 699 ~ 715· 
The error in volume due to the use of the end area formula 
is generally Slne..ll' often less tl!a..~ 2 %. lwloreover, the end -
area formula gives volu.'11es t!:la.t a.re general1_y too great and, 
t~erefore, the oper&t0r suffers no injustice from its use. 
It involves less computation than is required by the prismoi-
dal formulc., particularly ~-;hen the linear measurements f'or 
middle sections must be calculated. For this reason the end -
area formula lc commonly used for ordinary earth v-rork compu-
tations. 
The Method of Unit Areas: 
In this method it is assumed that the area in question is 
divided into a. series of squa.res, rectangles or triangles v;hose 
corners are at different elevations, but lie in the same plane. 
In Fig. 10 e.bccl is a rectangle 1~hich he.s been sta..~ed out on 
the ground. The surface of the ground within the rectangle 
is an inclined plane. The earth to be removed is a right 
truncated prism, with vertical edges at a, b, c, snd d. The 
rectangle abed represents the horizontal projection of the 
upper inclined base of prism and also the low·er base (in this 
study it is the top of the lignite bed). The earth to be 
removed is a truncated prism, the right section of lvhich is 




V is in cu. ft. or Cubic meter 
If there are many equal rectangles or squares, the total 
Volume vrill be the sum of t!le individual volumes. The fol-
lol-ring formula is used for th:ts calculation: 
A( h1 + 2 h2 + 3 h3 + 4 h4) V= 
4 
V, in cubic feet or cubic meter 
A, area of one rectangle o_r .square; in square feet or 
square meter 
h, Corner height, subscripts indicate number of times 
a corner height is used. h2 means that this corner 
f c;;_: ___ ____. h~~-----~h"' 
h,._· -- h \1 -----,-~----- -~ ·····---- ·--
! 
. 
~\ ____ _L_ ---------
\'\. """ "'· Fee:.. 10 
E. arth Computation b!l Unit Are. a 
Method. 
3S 
ie bet~een two rectangles or squares. h4, hJ,' 
a.nd h
1 
a.re joint corners for four, t~ree, and 
one squares or rectangles respectively 
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Before calculB.ting the amount of overburden the st~ipping 
limits o! each bed muGt be determined. The rctios of over-
burden to coal for each h0le where determined from the data 
in Table I. The stripping limits were determined by inclu-
ding the · areas of influence of holes with overburden to coal 
ratio of 12 to 1 or less. These limits are shown on m~p no. J. 
The volume of overburden over :Sed ·no. 1 lias calculated 
using the unit area method, because t~e necessary data obtained 
easily frou ~rill holes. It can be seen that each block is 
subdivided into 25 squares of 20 m x 20 m. The use of this 
smaller squ~re gives a more reliable result. Wherever pos-
sible the overla.:pplng areas were added to the incomplete 
squares by estimates. The heights of the corners of small 
squares within the ntrippl~g limit are tabulated in Table IV. 
To illustrate the application of the unit area formula, 
an area bounded by the following corners on map no. 3 is used: 
OM 1 = 10m., OL 1 = 10m, HL 1 = ll:n, l.(L 1 = 13m, !.fi-i 1 ~ lOrn, l.(N 1 =10m, 
NN' = 9m, and In4 1 = 9m. Fig. 11 illustrates this block. 
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Table (4) 
Height of Corners to Be Used in the Method of Unit Areas 
from l.fap No. 3 
h h2 n 1 
Location of Height of Location of Height of 
Corners Corners Corners Corners 
AF' 6 BE 1 8 
Ag' 6 cc• 10 
DD 1 8 DI
1 12 
CB 1 10 EA
1 12 
CH 1 10 EJ' 14 
DA 1 12 EK
1 14 
EL 1 14 BM
1 13 
EN 1 13 GD
1 12 
FA 1 10 GE
1 15 
GB 1 10 HG.I 18 
IO 1 15 HH' 16 
IH 1 20 HJ' 16 
KG' 22 IJ' 15 
LQI 10 JI' 20 
l'tiE 1 24 KP
1 11 
l1Q 1 9 LF
1 25 
on• 20 l~Q' 8 
TC 1 15 ME
1 24 
TK 1 7 OP" 9 
UD 1 8 QC' 20 




_7_ sc• 1.5 
Total h 270 m. SK
1 7 
1 V'.t( 1 7 
VG 1 7 
'r.d 1 
_J_ 
Total h2 3.57m. 
I ' 
(cont 1d) 38 Table 4 h4 h3 
Location of Height of Location of Height of 
Corners Corners Corners Corners 
BF 1 8 CE 1 10 
BG 1 8 CF 1 10 
CD' 10 DC 1 12 
CG 1 10 DD 1 12 
DB 1 12 DE, 1 12 
DHt 12 DF' 12 
FB 1 10 DG 1 12 
GC 1 1Q. EB 1 14 
GF 1 16 EC 1 14 
Gl-1' 11- ED 1 14 
HJI 16' EE 1 15 
JJI 14 EF 1 15 
JO I 15 EG 1 15 
KH 1 25 EH 1 15 
LP t 9 FC 1 10 
11F 1 23 FD 1 15 
£1~ I 9 FE 1 1.5 
OE 1 20 FF 1 1.5 
PD 1 21 FG 1 15 
PN 1 7 FH 1 15 
RM' 7 Fl 1 1.5 
TD 1 12 FJ* 1.5 
NE 1 8 FK I 1.5 
UI 1 7 FL 1 16 
Fl.f I 1.5 
Total h') = 306 m. FN' 1.5 
..I 
GG 1 20 
GH 1 19 
GI 1 20 
GJ' 17 
GK 1 17 




HN 1 16 
nc• 18 
IL' 17 
IM 1 17 
IN 1 16 
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Table 4 (cont 1d) 
h (cont 1 d) h (cont 1 d) 
4 4 Location o-r · Height of Location of Height of 
Corners Corners Corners Corners 
JKt 18 NN 1 9 
JL' 18 NO I 9 
JMf 17 OF' 17 
JN' 16 OG 1 16 
KI 1 22 OH 1 15 
KJ' 19 or• 15 
KK 1 18 OJI 14 
X:L' 16 OK 1 12 
ICM I 14 OL 1 10 
KN 1 13 01'-1 t 9 
ICO I 12 ON 1 9 
LG 1 20 00 t 9 
LH 1 13 PE 1 15 
LJ:' 13 PF 1 14 
LJ' 13 PG 1 12 
LK 1 13 PH 1 12 
LK 1 15 PI 1 11 
ut 1 13 pJI 10 
LN 1 12 PK 1 9 
LO I 10 PL 1 8 
LP' 9 PM 1 8 
11G 1 20 QD' 15 
l4H 1 15 QE' 13 
MI 1 15 QF' 12 
l-iJ I 15 QG• 11 
MK' 12 QH' 10 
ML 1. 13 Q.J:' 9 
l-IM I 10 QJ' 9 
MN 1 10 QK' 8 
l~Q I 10 QL' 8 
l-iP 1 10 Q,l.,II 7 
NF 1 21 RD' 14 
NG 1 20 . REI 12 
NH 1 18 RF' 12 
NI 1 17 RG 1 12 
NJ' 16 RH' 10 
NK 1 12 RI 1 9 
NL 1 11 R.Jf 8 
Nl-1 1 9 Rl{t 8 
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(cont 1 d) Table 4 {cont
1d) 
h4 
location of Height of 
Corner Corners 
RL 1 7 
RM' 7 
SD 1 12 
SE 1 11 
SF 1 10 
SG' 10 
SH 1 9 
SI 1 9 
SJI 9 
TE 1 10 
TF 1 10 
TG 1 10 
TH 1 8 
TI 1 7 
UF 1 8 
UG 1 8 
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V= 




hl (m) h2 (m) h3 (m) h4 (m) 
OM1 = 10 NL1 = 11 , 1 OL- = 10 NM = 10 l~L l = 13 Total 21 






= 90 0 
Total 52 
1 600 (52 + 2 ~ 21 + 3 X 9 + 0) 3 V = - - - = 48000 m 4 
V = 62,600 cubic yards 
By using data from Table IV, the total overburden 
over Bed no. 1 was found as follows: 
A= 1600 m 
2h = 1 




270m 2h = 1 270 m 
357m 22h = 2 714m 
306 m 32h = 3 918 m 
1?98 m 42h4 = 8990 m 
Total 10892 m 
1600 X 10892 = 4 345 514 m3 4 
V = 5,700,000 Cubic yards overburden to be stripped t 
recover Bed no. 1. 
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As stated in General Description, the bedc c:.!'e nea'rly 
horizontal. The ave~age thickness of overburden of Bed no. 2 
mul tlplied by average area of Bed no. 2 ~rill give the average 
volume -< of overburden of Bed no. 2. It should. be noted that 
Bed no. 2 is divided into t1vo strippable aree.s. The areas 
are defined by block numbers as follows: 
Block. ·no .• Ar2a Average Thickness 
(m ) (m) 
Volume 
(m3) 
L~' .5, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13 163,010 7.65 1;243,02~ 
14 and 19 · 12,177 7-59 
Total 
V = l, 700,000 cubic ye .. :i."'c!s of O'Verburden to be stripped 
Total 
to recover Bed no. 2. 
The same method '\~as used in calculating overburden for 
Bed no. 3 as was used for Bed no. 2: 
Block no • Area Average Thickness 
(m2) (m) 
4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13 63,.518 1} • .30 
v = 358,000 Cubic ya.rds 
The total amount of earth to be stripped during the 
life of the mine is: 
For Bed no. 1 5,700,01)0 cu. yds. in place 
For Bed no. 2 1,700,000 cu. yds. in place 
Fo~ Bed no~ ~ 358,000 cu • yds. in place 
../ 





AVAILABLE LIGNITE RESE::tVE FOR STRI? r-fiNING 
There is no specific rule es to size of rese~ves needed 
to support investment in equipment of strip:r_;ing operation. 
The reserves of strip mines now in operation vary from twenty-
five thousand to fifteen million tons, although under average 
conditions the lower limit for reserves is approximately two 
million tons. 11 A good est it-nate of the available reserve, 
daily and monthly output may be charted. For each one thous-
and tons daily output, &n investment in plant of about $500,000 
will be required. This figure includes machinery, buildings, 
and inventory. Under p~esent day equipment costs this figure, 
if not exc:.ct, may serve as a guide as to the minimum capital 
i d t t t 11(8) requ re o s ar a sizable job. 
(8) Bailey, Harold L., op. cit. p. 217 
Areas of coal that are suitable for stripping are gen-
erally limited to locations adjacent to the outcrop of the 
coal seam. There are tw'O main types of surface che..re.cter-
istics at ~ and beyond the outcrop which influence the amount 
of stripping reserves available to a single operation: 
1) Where coal beds occur ~,der broad areas of ~elatively 
level surface, the strippable reserves per tmit length 
of outcrop are also relatively large. 
2) Where the coal beds outcrop along the slope of the 
ridge and valley, the line of maximum thickness of 
removable overburden is relatively close to the line of 
outcrop. Its nea~ness depe~ds largely on the surface 
slope above the outcrop. In general, the shape of 
strlppable area resembles a narro'\" sinuous ribbon 
parallel with the surface contours. The strippable 
reserves per unit length of outcrop £re relatively 
small !n this case. 
The lignite deposits at K~tepe fit t~e second type 
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of surface cha~acter~stics. The change in the width of 
strippable e.rea from \lest to east is especially noticeable. 
In the west the general slope of su~face is less than in 
the east, and co the ~·.:idth of this ribbon is larger in the 
west than in the east. The reserves in each block are 
sho\fn in Table V. 
Assuming 85% recovery will be possible, there will be 
780,000 short tons or 705,000 metric tons of lignite avail-
able. The proposed production per year is about 100,000 metric 
tons, therefore, the life expectancy of the mine is about 
7 years. 
In Agacle Region there are other locations w~ich are 
suitable for stripping, but only the Kumtepe reserves are 
being considered in this study. The equipment with longer 
life than the mine itself can be utilize~ if desired, at the 
other localities. As there is not enough information available 
on the other locations, h011ever, depreciation of all equipment 
will be predicted on a 7 year life. 
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Table V 
The Available Reserves 
Bed no. 1 
Block no. Area Ave. Thickne·ss Tons 
(m2) (1-1) (metric) 
4 13,088.37 1.00 16,)60.46 
Betlveen 11 and 7 10,936.51 
-98 13,397.23 
7 39,262.12 1.20 58,893-18 
11 20,1,51.54 1 • .50 37,784.15 
12 + 7 36,531.00 l-1.5 52',.513-32 
8 37,012.00 1.42 65,696.30 
13 10,06).10 2.07 26,0)8.0.5 
9 29,64.5.04 2.00 7Lhll2.50 
5 26 J 278.00 J .• 83 60,110.9.5 
6 4,961.94 1.50 9, 302.62-
15 + 20 + 10 18,581.94 1.87 43,435.30 
14 + 19 32,1.51.32 1.51 60,685.62 
Tota~ .518,330.00 
Bed no. 2 
4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13 16;3,oro.oo 1.06 21.5,988.25 
14 and 19 12,177.00 1._58 24, 049 • .58 
Total 240,037.83 
Bed no. 3 
4, 5, 7, 8, 11, lZ and 13 63,_518.00 .88 69,870.00 
Total Reserves: 
Bed no. 1 .518,330 metric tons 
Bed no. 2 2L!-O, 038 metric tons 
Bed no. 3 69,870 metric to no 
Tota.1 828,238 metric tons 
91.5,.500 short tons 
840,000 long tons 
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STRIPPING OVERBURDEN 
The coal industry has utilized strip mining for many 
years as a method of quick recovery. In recent years, the 
increase of output from strip mines has bee~ 80% as compared 
't·Tith a 14% increase in production from underground operations. 
As the production of coal from strip mines depends upon 
I 
the mtne operators ability to uncove~ the coal, the function 
6~ stripping unit he~s become of ·utmost importance. Before 
deciding what mining method is to be employed and what strip-
ing unit is to be used, the following ~actors should be con-
sidered carefully: 
a) total quantity of overburden 
b) ty9e of overburden 
c) depth of overburden 
d) o.isposal of stripped materials 
The a.I!lount of overburden to be excavated has an important 
bearing on the size c:nd number of machines necessary to insure 
the required rate of removal. The required rate is one that 
will uncover a sufficient tonnage of coal for the proposed 
production. The type of overburden is of major importance 
in determining the type of excavating equipment and th~ method 
of excavating. 
The opening of a coal deposit by stripping is influenced 
generally by the problem of dra:tnage ~ After p~opel' drainage 
has been established, the development should p~eferably begin 
at th~ low point of coal bed and be carried up the slope. A 
detailed working ~ap of the operation should be ~ade. It should 
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show the proposeC. outs and the location of the spoil material 
t~~en from each cut. 
The tipple should be located so th~t a minimum average 
haulage di~tanoe can be realized. 
There are numerous types of equipment ~sed for stripping 
operations, such as, shovels, draglines, scrapers, trucks, _ 
bulldozers, roadgraders, and rooters. Each type of equipment 
is subdivided according to the kind of pow·er supply vJith T:rhich 
it is equipped (lliesel, electric, or gasoline) and according 
to the motmting type (wheel mounted 0r cra't-vler mounted). It 
is not the purpose of this study to discuss this equipment 
in detail. The limitations and applications of the more 
import~nt equipment to be used at Kumtepe will be discussed, 
namely, shovels, scrapers, and trucks. 
A deteiled study on the application of equipment used in 
open pit mines '"'as made_ by Mr. W. J. Latvala. ( 9 ) 
(9) Latvala, w. J., Principles and Practices Controlling the 
Use of Earthmoving Equipment, Thesis, Missouri School of 
Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, Mo., 1950. 279pp. 
In ge~eral, the selection of the size and cap~city of 
equipment is predicated on the expected daily, monthly, or 
annual production. The selection of the type of equipment 
to be used is based on the physical conditions indicated by 
prospecting. The principal item of equipment in strip mine 
is th? stripping unit. The required capacity and size of 
this unit depends largely upon the overburden ratio which 
is the number cubic yards of overburden that must be removed 
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to uncover a cubic yard of coal. For example, a ratio of 12 
indicates the.t the renoval of 1, 200,000 cubic yards of overbur-
den is required to produce 100,000 cubic yards tvhich is equi-
valent to 120,000 tons of coal. 
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Imnortant Factors in Selection of Eauipment 
1. The character of overburden: 
a) Hardness of material--
Each piac~ of equipment has been designed to l'Ii t:hstand 
the effect of stresses set up in it l·:hen digging into 
indurated material. If the maximum limit is exceeded 
repeatedly, life of the equipment ie shortened and break-
downs will eventually occur. No piece of excavative 
machinery should be considered as a substitute for good 
blasting technique. In many cases, therefore, some type 
of preparation of ban..lcs is necessary. An illustration of 
the effect of this condition is shown in Table VI. 
Table VI(lO) 
Power Shovel Hourly Output, Bucket Capacity in Cubic Yards 
Type of Material J/8 112 3/4 1 1 114 1 112 2 2 112 
Heist laam ~r light 
san y c ay .... 8.5 11.5 165 20.5 2.50 28.5 35.5 405 
Sand a.nd gravel 80 110 155 200 230 270 330 390 
Good common earth 70 9.5 135 17.5 210 240 300 3.50 
Clay, hard, tough so 7.5 .110 145 180 210 26.5 310 
Rock, well blasted 40 60 9.5 124 1.5.5 180 230 275 
Common, withtrocks 
and roo s 30 50 80 105 130 15.5 200 24.5 
Clay, 't·!ot 3.nd sticky 25 40 70 95 120 14.5 185 230 
Roclc, poorly blasted 15 2.5 .50 7.5 9.5 11.5 160 195 
(10) Proper Siz~ng of Excavators and Hauling Equipment, 
Crane and Shovel Aosoc ia.tion, 74 Trinity Place, 
New York 16, N.Y., 1949, p: 3 
b) Swell factor --
The digging process loosens earth and i~creases the per-
·centage of air spaces between the solid particlco. For 
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example, common e c;.rth ~as ~n average sv:ell factor of 
25%, tha~ is one cubic yard of common earth in pl~ce 
'ttlill occupy 1.25 cubic ya~d.s. l-Ihen broken. I!'l o!'der 
to apply the Sl-relJ. factor to measureme;:t ~y weight the 
following method of determination is used. 
100 ~ 0.80 which is tc~ swell factor. 
100 + 25 
If common earth weighs 3000 los per cubic yard in place, 
! t l:ill lie igh 
3000 X 0.80 = 2400 lbs. per cubic yard, loose. 
See Appendix A for suell factors of different materials .. 
This factor affects the size of the excavating unit and 
the size of the haulage unit. 
c) The breaking characteristics of thQ material --
If the blasted material is excessively oversize, it will 
be difficult to get a full dipper load. However, if the 
material ·is clayey the loading time may also be increased, 
because of ~he co~esivefiess of t~e ~aterial. 
d) The be~ring capecity of the soil --
This fector will limit the maximum size and weight .of the 
excavating mac~!ne which can be used at the mine. 
e) The a.ngle of repose of stripped. material --
This factor affects the height to ~hich stripped material 
may be placed in the spoil b~nk. This spoil bank height 
affects the discharge height of the shovel. 
f) The height of the bank --
Each power shovel has a ~aximum cutting height. If the 
bank is highe~ than the equipment is capable of handling, 
auxiliary equipment will be necessary to aid in reducing 
the height of the bank. Bulldozers or scrapers ~ay be 
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used for such purpose. 
2. The equipment po't'!er supply: 
At the present tirae, the three main sources of pow·er for 
stripping equipment ar~ electric power, diesel power, and 
gasoline pOl'le:::-. In general, polter shovels and draglines 
can be equipped to use any of these three sources of 
power. For this purpose elect~iclty is the cheapest 
power source and gaooline is the most expensive. From 
a po;Jer standpoint, diesel po•~·e~ed shovels up to · 4 cubic 
yards capacity are co~petitive with electrically powered 
shovels. However, above this dipper capacity Qiesel pow-
ered equipment becomes more costly than electrically 
powered equipment. Although the original cost of the 
diesel equipment is g~eater than the elictric equip-
ment, there are several adv~ntages which outweigh the 
higher initial cost. The advantages of diesel powered 
shovels are: (1) no necessity for an electric po~er 
generating plant, (2) no necessity for ma±ntenance of powe~ 
cables, (3) may be used on other properties where elec-
tric~ty is not available. 
At K~tep~ diesel - powered shovels are preferred, be-
cause electric po~er is not available. As the life of 
the mine is only 7 years, it is not feasible to invest 
in a power generating plant. 
3· The mobility of equipment: 
Shovels are usually crawler mounten as this type of 
equipment does not have to be as mobile as scrapers 
and trucks. The mine 01-mers favor the scraper 8.l&cl 
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truck with high speed ranges. However, at many mines, 
scrapers and t~eilers are draw-m by cra,\ler mounted trac-
t0rs. Rubber ti~ed '\·;-heel :10"t1.nted tractors have attalned 
considerable favor, in recent years, a~ong mine operators. 
11 Cra.wler . type of equipment has the advanta.ge of being 
able to negotiate severe conditions of terrain without 
the expense of road building, but unfortunately, to 
date, the speeds e.,t t'lhich this equipment is designed to 
operate are relatively low and the carrying capacity of 
(11) 
material - hauling vehicles now in use is also low." 
(11) Berry J. G., Rubber in Open-pit Mining, Mining Con-
gress Journal, June, 1946, P• 51-52 
4. The control mechanism of eartp~oving equipment: 
In general, the tuo types of operational controls of 
heavy equipment are mecha.nical and hydraulic. "Hydraulic 
pOl'ler as E:.pplied today to earth-moving equipment is still 
in its early stages of development. Research work in 
engineering de~artments and laboratories of manufacturers 
has resulted in lo1·1erlng costs, improving dependa'b!lity, 
11 (12) 
and facilitating higher output. Most ~ine operators, 
(12) Hrdlicka, E. J., ·Hydraulic Control of Earth-moving 
Equip~ent, Excavatinz Engineer, January, 1950, . p 17 
however, still prefer mechanical controls on their 
eqUipment. At the p~esent time, reaintenance cost of the 
mechP .. nical controls is less as hydraulic controls are re-
latevly neu in their application to earth..:.moving equipment. 
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Selection of Power Shovel and Calcul~tion of Its Outuut 
Befo~e attempting to select a shovel for the KQ~tepe 
lignit·e e ..eposit, the folloli'ing assumptions l-tere made: 
1. The overburden is a sanay-clay and ~as a 30% swell 
(0.77 swell factor). 
2. The hea.p capacity of equipment is used in calcula• 
tiona and designated in loose measure. 
J. The ope~ators of the equipment will be experienced. 
4. The mine will operate 250 days a year. 
The use .of draglines in strip mines is becoming popular 
·especially where the overburden ratio is high. Hot-rever, drag-
lines have not been propo~ed for use at this operation because 
three · se~~s ara to be ~ined and so the overburQen of the first 
tliO beds !!lttst be stripped and remove~. beyond the limits of the 
minable area. This o~eration can be best done efficiently by 
shovel-truck system. 
The total overburden to be stripped . a.t Kumtepe was calcu-
l~ted as 7,758,000 cubic y~rds in place. As the per cent of 
Slvell is 3D;'~ the quantity of ov:erburden ·to be handled by the 
stripping shovel '!-lill be ;· 
7,758,000 X l.JO = 1,000,000 cubic yards loose. 
Assuming that stripping operations will continue about 7 to 8 
years, then the power shovel will strip annually approximately 
1,250,000 cubic yards of loose materiel. The daily output of 
the stripping unit lvill be: 
1,250,000 cu. yds. 
= 5,000 cu. yds. per day 250 days 
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An egtimete of the output to be expectea ~rorr. various sizes 
of shovels is sho~m in Table VI and is expressed on an hourly 
basis. A 2 - yd. shovel in an 8 - hr. shift will strip about 
2800 cu. yds. 't'lhereas a 2 1/2 yd. shovel in the same period 
·\';ill strip about 3200 cu. yds. These tlvO shovels together 
will strip more than the minimum daily proposed output. 
Each shov.el ;.rorking a double shift l·rill strip also more 
than the minimum pro~osed.. These output capacities are 
some11hat arbitrary, and occur unde!' favorable conditions. 
Other f~ctors must be also considered in determining the 
output. 
The detailed discussion of these factors has been made 
by Mr. w. J. Latvala in hie previously mentioned paper and 
therefore a brief review of those factors should be sufficient: 
1· Multipliers (See Appendix B) 
a) Ty·pe of material. 
b) Size of dipper. 
c) Depth of cut. 
d.) Type of operation. 
2. Effect of engle of swing on shovel output for -shovels 
from 3/8 - cu. yd. to 2 - cu. yds. In general, the output of 
any .shovel can be ascertained by using a 11work output formula 11 
~ . (13) basau on the cycle of operations. 
(13) War Department Technical l!anual T 1-1 5-252, Use of Road 
and -Airdrome Construction Equipment, War Department, 
l:ashington, D. C., January, 1945, p 91 
1\ork output formula is: 
36,000 X f X E X K Output = Cm 
36oo = seconds (one bou~) 
Q, = dlpper capacity of shovel, struck 
f = so 11 conve~sion factor (Appenclix A) 
E = shovel efficiency factor, Average 0.80 
K = dipper effici~ncy factor (Appendix B) 
Cm =Cycle time (seconds), (Appendix B) 
It 'tvas shown in the origine#l estimate that the cape.city 
of the stripping shovel dipper should be larger than 2 - cu. yds. 
A more exact estimate of the size of the s~ovel can now be made 
based on the additional factors sho~~ in Appendix B. 
The e~pected job conditions at K~tepe are assumed as 
follow·s: 
a) ~aterial to be stripped is sandy clay. 
b) ave~age depth of cut will be 30 ft. 
c) trucks to be loaded by side casting, based on an 
average of a 90° awing. 
Case 1, Output for 2 -yd. shovel 
Resultant multiplier = 2.00 X 0.90 X 0.68 X 1.25 = 1.61 
2.00 = Size of dipper 
0.90 = l·iul tiplier for sandy-clay (Appendix B.:. b) 
0.68 = Multiplier for depth of cut (found by interpolation, 
Appendix B-e) 
1.25 = 1-iultiplier for type of operation (Appendix B.:.d) 
.output = 120 X 1.61 = 193 Cu. yd./hr. in place 
= 250 cu. yd./r.r. loose 
C B. s e 1 , ( con t • ) 
120 = Basic assu~ption (See Appendix B-a) 
Output = 2000 cu. yd./ 8-hr. shift 
= 4000 cu. yd./ 2 - 8-hr. shifts 
Co.se 2, Output 
Output = 
fer 2 1/2 - yd shovel 
3600 X Q X f X E X K 
Cm. 
Q = 2 1/2 = 2.50 cu. yds. 
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f = 1.27, Averagiqg sand and clay factors, (Appendix A-c) 
E = 0.80 Average field experience 
K = 0.85 Medium digging, (Appendix B-e) 
Cm = 22 sec.,(Appendix B-f) 
3600 X 2~50 X 1.27 X .80 X .85 Output = 22 
Case 3, Output for 3 - yd. shovel 
Cm = 24 seconds 
Q = 3.00 
= 305 cu. yd./hr. 
lOOSe 
Output = 3600 X 3.00 X 1.27 X .80 X ~85 ; · .c;._,__-~~~..;..2;;,_4-=--_:_:__;,;;,_~~....;.._.........-- = 388 cu. yd. hr • 
locse 
Output per 8~nr. shift= 3100 cu. yd~, loose 
Output per two 8~r~. shifts= 6200 cu. yd., loose 
Case 4, Output for 3 1/2 - yd. shovel 
Q = 3-50 cu. yd. 
CI!l = 25 seconds 
~600 X 3.,20 X 1.27 X .80 X .8_2 Output per hr. = = 25 seconds 




sizes of shovels indicates that a 3 - yo_. shovel liO~king tl-JO 
8~hr. shifts will deliver more t~~n the required ~o~nt (5000 
cu. yds. loose material) of overburden. The results of these 




Calculated Po't-rer Shovel Output 
(Loose Cubic Yards) 
Shovels Out put 
Per hour One 8.:.:r~. shift Two 8- :r~. shifts 
2 - yd. 2.50 2000 4000 
2 112 - yd. 305 2440 4880 
3 - yd. 388 3100 6200 
'l 112- yd • 43.5 3480 6960 ..I 
The decision to purchase one or tv!O shovels based on 
above computed results is not completely conclusive. The 
o1 .. rnership and operating costs of the various shovels of 
different capacity must also be considered. 
There are advantages and disadvantages attending the 
use of one or two shovels and they are sho~n as follows: 
Shovels Advantages Disadvantages 
One shovel 1.:-orking 1. LOl-l initial 1. A breakdown will 
on two shifts investment stop all stripping 
2. Low maintenance operations 
cost 2. Require supervision 
3. Less supervision on two shifts 
required 
4. Less labor cost 
TlvO shovels lvorking 1. Breakdol'ln of one 1. High initial in-
on one shift shovel 'tvill not vestment 
completely dis- 2. High maintenance 
rupt stripping cost 
cycle 3· Two haulage fleets 
2. No shift differ- required 
ential pa.yment 4. High labor cost 





Cost Analysis of Power Shovels 
The method of cost analysis to be used here has been 
developed by the 11Pow·er Crane and Shovel As soc ia t ion 11 • The 
terms used in this method of cost analysis are stated in 
Appendix C. The analysis will be made for a 2 1l2 - cu. yd. 
shovel and a 3 - cu. yd. shovel. 
The analysis for 2 112 - cu. yd. shovel follows: 
Case 1. The shovel is Marion Type 93-1~, cral·rler mounted chain 
crow·d diesel shovel, weighs 173,000 lbs. 
A. 1) F .o .B. Ne't-r York price 
2) Freight charges, unloading 
erecting 10% of F.O.B. price 
to Istanbul, Turkey 
3) Custom duties at $10.80 per 
metric ton 





B. This shovel will be depreciated in 7 years and no 
salvage value is considered. 
c. Average yearly investment : 5~& of total investment 
: $45,000 {Appendix C~d) 
Per Hour 
D. Depreciation Per Year 
One Shift Two Shifts 
2000 hrs/yr 4000 hrs 
14.3% of total cost 
E. Interest, taxes, insurance 
10% of average investment 
F. l..faintenance 
12.5% of total investment 













H. Engine Fuel and lubricating cost Per hour 
Average 7 1/2 gallons per hour at $0.31 $2.31 
Lubricating oil about ~2.gal. per hour 
at $1.60 0.32 
Total $2.63 per hr. 
J. Labor cost 
1 shovel operator $1.00 per hr • 
1 oiler • 41 per hr. 
Total labor 1.41 per hr. 
L. No overtime 
J.i. Total direct cost Per year One shift Double . shift 
Total fixed cost $25,2_50.00 $12._53 $15.20 
Fuel cost 5,260.00 2.63 2.63 
Labor cost 2,820.00 1.41 1.41 
$33,330.00 $16._57 fpl8. 24 
N. Supervision and overhead charges will be included 
after haulage cost have calculated. 
o. Output per hour was 305 cu. yd. per hour 
P. Cost per cu. yd. = $0.0.54 for single shift 
$0.060 for double shift 
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Case 2. The shovel is ~-iarion Type 111-M, 3- cu. yds. Diesel 
powered, weighs 3.0,000 lbs. 
A. 1} F.O.B. New York price estimated $90,400 
2) Freight, unloading, erecting 9,040 
3) Custon duties 1,530 
Total investment $100,970 
B. This shovel w·ill be depreciated in 7 years, no 
salvage value considered. 
C. Average yearly investment 
57% of tota.1 investment 
D. Depreciation Per yr. 
(Appendix C-c andc- e} 
14.3% of total in-
vestment 
E. Interest, taxes, 
insurance 
F. Maintenance, esti-
mated 15% of total 
a. wl.5, 700 
10,097 
investment lo,400 
G. Total fixed cost $42,197 
H. Fuel and lubricating cost ave. 
10 gallhr at $0.31 
Lub. oil about 
0.3 gallhr at 1.60 
Total $3-58 
I. La.bor cost 
1 shovel operator $1.00 per hr • 
1 oiler • 41 per hr. 
Total $1.41 
























p. Output per hour (Table VII) = 435 cu. yds. 
R. Cost per Cu. Yd. $0.06 $0.068 
rrhe results of these cost analyses have been summarized 
in Table VIII. 
Table VIII 
The result of shovel cost analysis 
Size of Shovel 
2 112 - cu. yd. 
3 - cu. yd. 
Output, loose material 
One Shift 
cu. yd. Cost I cu. 
2440 $0.054 
3100 $0.060 




Cost / cu. 
$0.060 
$0.068 
A study of Table VIII show·s that a. 2 1/2 - cu. yd.. shovel 
is more economical than the 3 - cu. yd. shovel. This does not 
mean that the greater the size of shovel the higher the cost 
per cubic yard. Such a generalization cannot be made. For 
this particular mine, under the given job conditions, and at 
the present cost of e~uipment the 2 112 - cu. yd. shovel is 
preferable to the 3 - yd. shovel. 
yd. 
It can be seen that the 2 1/2 - cu. yd. shovel does not 
produce the req_uired output in t1vo shifts, but the 2 1/.2 - cu. yd. 
and the 3 - cu. yd. shovel produce more than the minimum re-
quired amount of overburden. It is a good policy to have 
total shovel capacity 't·.rhich 'tvill give more than the required 
output. 
The average cost per cubic yard of material produced by 
t1..ro shovels is $0.057 ,,rhich is less than that of 3 - cu. yd.. 
shovel. Therefore, use of t wo shovels combined in one shift--
in the long run--ic ~ore economical than the use of one shovel 
(3 - cu. yd.) in two shifts. Furthermore, if the operator 
wishes to accelerate the stripping operation, he can do so 
by using the shovels in second and third shifts. Therefore, 
he almost doubles e.nd triples the stripping output. 
The uorking dimensions of these t1ro shovels may be found 
in Apl)endix B. 
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Truck Haulage 
Tr~ck haulage will not be considered, because it is not 
applicable to a rough topography. The cost of l ·aying, main-
taining, e.nd. shifting track in t!le pit is high as are also, 
labor and material costs. 
Automotive equipment has t~~en over a large part of the 
transpbrtation job at strip mines, because of its lower cost, 
greater flexibility, and elimination of complications in the 
pit. Indeed, experience has shown that truck haulage has 
its limita.tions, altho1:1gh these limitations are rather flex-
ible depending upon natural conditions, length of ~aul, size 
of units, and other factors. Some operators, t·rhen the haul-
ing distance is much over three or four miles, have found a 
combination of rail and automotive equipment, connected by 
field transfer stations to be the most satisfactory and econ-
omical method. 
Pow·er plants for today 1 s trucks e.re based on engines 
using any of three kinds of liquid-fuel, gasoline, fuel oil 
and butane. Gasoline he.s tw·o dra"t.._r-backs (1) inflamma:Oility 
and (2) the production of carbon nonoxide exhaust gases. 
Both fuel oil and bute.ne deposit but little carbon in the 
cylinders and rings, therefore, maintenance is lower on 
engines using these fuels than gasoline engines. Butane 
must have special transportation and storage facilities. 
It is so volatile that it must be kept under 50 lb. per 
sq. in. pressure. 11 The gro·Hing popularity of the diesel engine 
for stationary power and its low operating cost have attracted 
truck users. No'V.r that statisfactory engines are a.vailable, 
they are becoming very popular and are gradually replacing 
gasoline engines." (13) 
(13) Richart, Fred li., Truck Haulage, Coal Age, July, 1944 
p. 42 
One of the material advant~ges of the diesel engine, 
besides using less expensive fuel, is the absence of spark 
plugs, wires and other ignition system parts. Use of recently 
developed super chargers on diesels increases the horsepower 
by approximately one-third or from 150 H.P., to 200 H.P., rated. 
Reduced to basic principles, a "superchc:.rger is merely an air 
compressor that puts more air into the engine cylinder and 
(1 4) increases the pressure e.nd poHer. 11 - Ho't';ever, superchargers 
(14) Ibid., P• 43 
are not very popular, though there are situations where they 
are not only justified but necessary. For example, as in 
converting 15-ton trucks to 35-ton trailer trucks, the added 
po1-1er required may be obtained by the use of superchargers '\vith-
cut changing the size of the engine. When the elevation becomes 
greater than 2,000 feet, the power of the engine decreases, 
The power loss can be overcoille by the use of superchargers. 
The size of trucks to be used at a given mine depends 
to a great extent on the condition of haulage roads for the 
time required to malce a complete cycle. The le.rger unit, 
'\·rithout doubt, requires some,;-:he.t better constructed roads 
and slightly higher maintenance costs. The initial cost of 
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road construction should be proportioned to the life of the 
mine, and road maintenance should be prqportioned to an an-
nual or daily output. It should be pointed out that haulage 
equipment trends have been toward the use of trucks of larger 
capacity. The larger the size of truck the less is the uhit 
cost of maintenance, and labo~ because fewer trucks are used. 
"It may_ be argued the.t e.n economic limit to truck size has 
been, or is being reached but it is a matter of record that 
every increase in unit size up to the present tL~e has been 
accompanied by a marlced reduction in unit cost of labor, 
fuel, tires, and road maintenance (t~is is somewhat doubt-
ful, because large size trucks cause more damage to the 
(15) 
road due to their '\lie ight.) 11 
(15) Coddington, A. E., Progress in Strip Mine Haulage, Coal 
Mine Modernization, Year Book 1949, p. 310. 
(16) 
An interesting study 'vas made by L. Russel Kelce of the 
(16) Kelce, L· Russel, Development of 80-ton Haulage Trucks, 
Coal Mine Modernization Year Book 1940, p. 126. 
Hume-Sinclair Coal Mining Co. on truck haulage of coal. In 
this study Kelce comp~red 15~ton, 20-ton, and 89-ton trucks 
under sirnilar cond.itions, ;l>j"hich 1\rere: (l) the mine producing 
4000 tons of coal per day (2) the Horking time 7 hrs per day 
(3) the coal loaded with a shovel of 4 tons of capacity, load-
ing cycle 20 sees. (4) one way 3 mile r trip. The results of 
this study are shoHn in Table IX. 
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Table IX 
Comparison of 15-ton, 20-ton, and 80-ton Capacity Trucks 
1_2-ton 20-ton 80-ton 
Loa.~ing time 1:20 1:40 6:40 
Loaded trip, 15 HPH 12:00 12:00 13:00 
Dumping :30 :40 . 1:00 
Returning, 21 MPH 8:40 8:40 9:20 
Total ti111e (min) 22:30 23:00 30:00 
Trips per 7 hrs. 18 18 18 
Tons per day 270 360 1120 
Units required 15 12 4 
Approx price per unit $7,500 $9,000 $22,000 
Total capital 
investment $112,500 $108,000 $88,000 
Saving over (!> 9 24,500 $20,000 $00,000 
In general, the foregoing discussion on trucks indicates tP~t 
mine operators pr.efer the largest capacity diesel pov1ered 
trucks suitable to their mines, but the final selection of 
the most suitable size should be made after considering all 
basic factors and making a cost analysis on the proposed 
haulage fle-ets. 
Before entering a discussion of particular phases of 
truck haulage some important definitions 't-rill be made: (l 7) 
(17) Thoenen, J. R. and E. J., Lintner, Time Study Analysis 
Progress Report 2: Quarry Haulage, Bureau of Mines 
R. I. 3467, 1939, P• 3. 
"Haulage System" is defined as the design, maintenance, and 
operation of the haulage route and equipment. 
"Haulage Unit" is defined as one or more carriers combined 
with, or attached to, a means of locomotion. 
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11Haulage Cycle 11 is defined as the time required for a unit 
to make e. round trip from the shovel to the dumping point, 
return, and load. 
In the opinion of J. R. Tnoenen and E. T. Lintner, the 
haulage system has no control over the yardage or tonnage de-
livered to it, therefore, it cannot be considered as produc-
tive equipment, but functions as service equipment. Here, it 
should be remembered that although haulage systems cannot con-
trol the shovel output, a delay in a haulage system effects on 
the efficiency of the pow·er shovel. Thus, the importance of 
coordination of shovel operation and haulage cycle is obvious. 
Haulage System for KQmtepe Lignites: 
The important points in designing a haulage system are: 
1. The route for trucks should be clearly designated. 
2. The speeds at each section of the route should be 
so adjusted so that units will not interfere with 
each other, either at loading, dumping, or inter-
mediate points. 
J. The speeds should be less than the maximu.rn of lvhich 
the equipment is capable. 
A study of the stripping limits on Map no. 2 shows that 
most of the earth to be moved with trucks in an area East of 
N = 50,500 grid line. The estimated amount of overburden 
of Bed no. 1 and Bed no. 2 in this area is about 4,000,000 
cubic yards in place, or 5,200,000 cubic yards loose. As 
po't·rer shovels 'tiill deliver 1,250,000 cubic yards loose, per 
year, the stripping operation in this area will continue a 
little over 4 years. 
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In order to recover Bed no. 3, all material above Bed no. 1 
and Bed no. 2 must be hauled outside of the stripping area. At 
Kumtepe, the topography and boundary of the area provide enough 
spoil space between Agacle Creek and tpe Black Sea. If . more 
spoil e,rea is required_ the material can be dumped · into the Black 
Sea. 
In the proposed haulage system, trucks wilJ! carry :-spoil 
material outside of the stripping area and it will form a 
crescent shape spoil bank. The ban..~ 1·rill be kept inclined at 
about 3 degrees away from the stripping area by a bulldozer. 
As loaded trucks run over the spoil ban..~ there Hill be slight · 
compaction • . 
Map 5 shows the general outline of the lignite beds, 
sketches of the stripping sections, and the corresponding over-
burden disposal areas for :aed no. 1. Figures 12 .and 13 sho'tv 
the same thing for Bed no. 2 · and Bed no. 3, respectively. 
As eo.ch stripping section advances south't,rard, the dumping 
points or! the spoil bank.$ advance northlvard. Therefor.e, the 
haulage distance during stripping is not constant. There is 
a sinusoidal. change in haulage distances. Starting a stripping 
section from the north end and going south, the haulage distance 
increases -and it is at a maximum at the south end. Starting a 
nev: stripping section at the south end and advancing northward 
the haulage distance decreases and it is e.t a minimum at the· 
north end of that section. As the capacity of a stripping 
shovel is constant, the capacity of the trucl{s must be cha.nged 
according to the haulage cycle. The one way maximum haulage 
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is about 200 feet. 
Before going into a discussion of haulage cycles a few 
words should be said about haulage roads. The haulage roads 
should be snooth, solid roads that stand up under rains, 
freezes, and thaws. It is highly desirable to eliminate dust, 
'N'hich causes accidents by obscuring the vision of the driver. 
A great deal of experimenting has been done. Hith road build-
ing and surface water proofing in the United St~tes. Most 
of these efforts ~ere based on using local material as far as 
possible. "Standard tests for highvray road materials do not 
meet the ne eds of the mine truck roads. Some of these roads 
are short lived and there is no time to build a series of 
.. t ·. f b t II ( lS) th 1 if f h 1 roan sec lons or es purposes. As ~e eo au age 
(18) Richa.rt, Fred ~·[., Good Roads in Strip mine Truck Haulage, 
Coal Age, August, 1944, p. 97. 
roads depends on the life of the mine, the investment in these 
roads should. be returned during the life of the mine. Depend-
ing on this life factor, cost of construction of the road and 
its maintenance should be considered in determining the type 
(19) 
of road to be built. Toenges and his associates 't-.rho 
(19) Toenges, Albert L. and Fre.n_lc A. Jones, Truck Versus 
Rail Haulage in Bituminous-Coal Strip Mines, Bureau of 
Mines, R. I. 3416, 1938, P• 20. 
studied transportation problems in strip mines gives a few 
cost figures on the construction of haulaee roads. A review 
of their examples might be suggestive in selecting the type 
of road to build in this area. 
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Case 1: 
Length of road, ft. 5700 
Width of road, ft. 36 
Thickness of sub-base, tipple refuse 18 
Thickness of crushed l~mestone, inch 6 
Wearing surface, - 2 inch crushed limestone and treated 
uith calcium chloride, a.verage 0.17 #being used per 
square foot of surf~ce. 




30-ton trucks use the road. 
Case 2: 
Topography 
Length of road 
Length of main road 
Width of main road 
Width of surface road 
~idth of surfacing lateral road 
Sub-base consist of 
Clay 
Crushed limestone (-2 - 1/2 in.) 












Each layer \vas rolled before c9.nother 't'.ras put on. 











Length of road 




Thickness of sub-base (burnt shale) 18 to 24 inches 
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Thickness of crushed rock 1 1/2 to 2 inches 
Surface is treated 1-v/ 70% asphalt oil, an average 3 que.rts 
of oil being used per sque~re yard of surface. 
Cost per foot 
Shale was hauled 30 miles by freight. 
The maxim~J cap&city of truck is 20 tons on the ro~d. 
As there is a rock quarry on the property_ ""t·.rhich can 
supply crushed stone, and considering the cheap cost of labor 
for the region, the estL~ated cost per foot of haulage roads 
should not exceed $2.50 per linear foot with a roadbed depth 
of 9 inches. About 2,000 ft. of haulage road both for strip-
ping and for h~uling coal must be built each year and about 
3,000 ft. of haulage road must be maintained daily. There-
fore, the yearly expense for building road is $5,000. The 
maintenance cost has not been included in this estimation but 
will be included in the estimated profit and loss statement. 
Haulage Cycle 
The haulc=cge cycle is one of the most iinportant elements 
of the haulage system. As a haulage cycle is measured by 
time, other things being equal, the smaller the cycle the 
larger the output of the truck fleet. The haulage cycle is 
divided into 5 major divisions: 
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1. Loadipg time --
This depends entirely upon operation of the chovel. The 
e..pproximate ·loading cycles can be found in Appendix B. 
2. Time for hauling from shovel to dump --
There are sever~l factors effecting this time, namely: 
(1) Time spent for a.cceleratlon and decele.ration, (2) 
Time spent for running the haulage distance, and (3) 
Gre,de and cono_i tion of the road. 
J.Dtunping time --
T~!is is the time spent by the truck to dtunp material. 
A proper design at dumping point ma.y .reduce this time 
to a minimum. (See Appendix D) 
4. Returning time --
The factors mentioned in item 3 also apply here. 
5· Spotting time --
This is the time spent by truck to come into loading 
posit ion. 
As previously mentioned, the haulage system cannot control 
loading time, e.ncl dumping and spotting time is a matter of de- · 
sign lvhich in many cases can be improved. HoHever, . a mine 
operator should give considerable attention to reducing the 
hauling and returning time. It is obvious that the speeds 
used on the road sections have a direct effect on the hauling 
and returning times. It should be remembered, too, that speeds 
are dependent on the grades, and rolling resistance and design 
of the trucks. In ~ny truck haulage problem it is essential 
that the mine operator be a-t·.rare of the effect . of these factors 
. (20) 
on the haulc?..ge cycle. l•ir. \'1. J. Latvala, in his previously 
(20) Latvala, w. J., op. cit. 
mentioned thesis, studied those fRcto~s (grade ability, grade 
resistance, and rolling resistance) in great detail 't1Tith nu-
m.ero.us -~ examples. The pertinent informe.tion for• calculation 
of truck haulag e is g iven in Appendix D. This information 
has been used for the calculations 't~hich follolJ' shortly. 
It is a good idea to have trucks with capacities of 
at least four times greater than the capacity of the shovel 
dipper. The ratio of truck size to dipper size sho uld ap-
proach a 11hole number. The shovels selected for stripping 
operation were 2 1/2 - cu. yd. and 3 - cu. yd. dipper capacity. 
Trucks 't·:ith capacities of 15 - cu. yd. and 20 - cu. yd. can 
be used with these shovels. 
The next things to be considered are t h e grades and the 
rolling resistances. The grades will be kept to zero degree 
in the pit and about 3 degrees on the spoil dump. A study 
of Appendix D-b and c shows that rolling resistance and grade 
resistance can be added algebraically. Therefore, if the 
grade of the road is .:. 3% and rolling resistance is 8% the 
net grade resistance _is equal to 
(- 3J6 + 8;&) Gross vehicle weight = 55b of G. V. 1·1 . 
Performance charts published by leading truck manufac-
turers can be used for quick estimations of the minimum 
speeds attainable. In Appendix D performance charts for 
15-ton rear-dump, 22-ton rear-dump, and 20-ton bottom-dump 
Euclid trucks are given. In the example cited above, the 
resistance to be overcome by the truck is: 
5% ..:. 2;~ = 3% of Gross Vehicle 1·:eight 
( 2% rolling resistance 1-vas allo't\"ed in calculation of the charts) 
The maximum speeds of the trucks under this condition are: 
For 15-ton truck, empty 28.0 MPH; loaded 17.8 !~:IPH 
For 22-ton truck, empty 32.0 MPH; loaded 20.6 MPH 
The above method \•Till be used. in cycle calcu1at ions, 
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but there e.re o the!' methods appi icable to all lcinds of tru.cks. 
The speeds and grade ability of all trucks can be found by 
using the reference formulae given in Appendix D-g. 
In some cases, the total of grade resistance and rolling 
resistance might be a negative figure. For instance, grade of 
the road is - 6% and rolling resiste.nce is about 25b, their 
algebraic is equal to - 4% of gross vehicle 't·;elght. Ur.der this 
particular condition, a truck driver must use brekes or must 
ruJl in a lO'tv gear to use the motor as a breJce. Cost of main-
tenance and. fuel cons'lu!lption e.re high if this situation is 
allovre6. to exist. 
In designing haulage roads, g rs.des · an6.. rolling resistance 
should be so e.djusted that the net result 't·,Till be approxime.tely 
equal to zero for loaded trucks. For this proposed haulage 
system, the a djustment of grades is less expensive than the 
adjustment of rolling resistance. Rqlling resiste.nces for 
seven types of road surfaces are listed in Appendix D-b. There 
are tw·o types of roacL surfaces in this 1 ist Hhich might closely 
resemble the haulage roads at Kumtepe, namely: (1) Soft unplo't\"-
ed dirt or poorly maintained dry dirt, rutted surface, and 
(2) Soft plowed dirt or unpacked dirt fills. The estimated 
rolling resitances of the roads in the pit and on the spoil 
bank are 4% e.ncl 8.% of gross vehicle ' '"eight, respectively. 
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Haulage Cycle Calculations: 
The cycle will be calculated to determine the most econ-
omical haulage dictances for 15-ton and 22-ton trucks under 
slinilar road conditions. References are given only for the 
calculations of Case 1. 
Case 1: 15-ton truck, 2 112 - cu. yd. shovel, haUlage distance 
500 ft. (one 1'1ay), - 3% grade, R R = 6% of GVVi, R R = rolling 0 l 0 1 -
resistance, GVW = gross vehicle weight, Haulage Cycle = loading 
t irne + hauling time + dumping t ir.ne + returning time · + S:pott ing 
time at the shovel. 
A. Loading time = 4 X 22 sec. = 88 sees. = 1.47 min. (Appendix B-f) 
B. Hauling time 
Haul Road GrAde 
_j£_ Average Speed Average Time 
500 feet . ) ··f 
- . i~ 14.0 HPH 'l40 min. 
(Notes on calculations: 
1) 65; - J?b - 2% = 1% corresponds 28.0 MPH me.x. Appendix D-e, h. 
2) Average speed, Appendix D-d, factor = .50 
3) Average time, Appendix D-f) 
C. Dumping time, Appendlx D-e 2.0 min. 
D. Returning time: 
Haul Road R R 
__Q___l Gra.de Average Speed Avere.ge time 
500 ft. 6·rf /-o +"'d )/~ 8.9 .60 min. 
E. Spotting time (Appendix D-e) • 30 min~ 
F. Total time per Hauling Cycle (A+B+C+D+E)2.77 min. 
G. Trips per 50 min. hr. 18.0 trips per hour 
H. Hourly production (10.0 loose cu. yd. per truck) 
10.0 X 18.0 = 180 loose Cu. yd. per hour. 
J. Production per shift per truck 
180 cuhr:d· X 7.25 X sH~ft = ±310 cu. yd. I shift I truck 
I. No. of 15-ton trucks needed (with one spare truck): 3 
Note: 2 112 - cu. yd. shovel output per shift is 2240 cu. yds. 
3 - cu. yd. shovel output I shift 3100 cu. yds. 
loose 
loose 






Road in the pit Average: 700 ft. 
Road on spoil baru~ Ave.: 300 ft. 
Truck 15-ton Rear-dmnp 
Shovel 2 1/2 - cubic yard. 
Loading t ir.1e 
Hauling time 
Haul Road 
Section Length RoR1 ri Grade Zo 
In the pit 700 4% 0 
On Spoil Bank 300 set ;o - 3"1 ;o 
Dumping time 
He turning t iiJe 
Haul Roc:u1 Se 
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RORl = 4%, Gre.de = OJ~ 
RORl = Sci yo' Grade = 3::r,' jO 
1.47 min. 
Average Speed Hauling time 
10.5 • 75 
12.5 .27 
2.00 
Section Length RORl d I" Grao.e Ave. Speed Returning ·time 
On Spoil Bank 300 
In the Pit 700 
E. Spotting Time 
F. Total time per cycle 







8. 95 trips I hr. 
H. Hourly Production= 10.0 X 8.9 = 89.5 Loose cu. yd. per hr. 
J. Production per shift: 
89.5 X 7.25 = 650 Loose Cu. Yd. 
I. No. of 15-ton trucks needed: 5 
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Case 3: Hauling Distance 1500 ft. 
Conditions: 
Road in the pit, 1000 ft., R R = 4%, Grade= O% 0 1 
Road on spoil baQ~, 500 ft., R0R1 = 8%, Grade= -3% 
1.5-ton trucks, 2 1/2 - cu. yd. shovel 
A. Loading time 1.47 min 
B. Hauling time 
Haul Road 
Sect ion 
In the pit, 
On the spoil bank, 
C. Dumping time 
D. Returning time 
Length RORl 
1000 ft. 4% 
.500 ft. 8% 
J. No. of 15-ton trucks needed: 6 
Hauling 
Zf Grade Ave. Speed time 
o% 12.9 • 79 
-3% 12.5 .54 
2.00 
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In pit, 1000 ft., RORl = 4d j'O Grade = 01; 





In the pit 1000 ft. 





On spoil bank 1000 ft. 
In the pit 1000 ft. 
Spotting time 
Tote.l tirne per cycle 
Trips per .50 min. hr. 
Hourly production 
RORl ~ Gra.de Ave. Speed 
J..1d :;o 04 jo 12.9 
8% 3o1 - jO 14.2 
RORl c;~ e Grade Ave. s-oeed 
8% +3% 10.7 
4o! 70 o% 22. Lj, 












10.0 X 7.06 = 70.6 Loose cu. yd. per 
hr. per truck 
I. Production per shift 70.6 X 7.25 = 512 cu. yd. per shift 
J. No. of 15-ton trucks needes: 6 
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Ca.se 5: 22-ton trucks, e.nd 3 - cu. yd. shovel 
500 ft. bauling distance, R0R1= 6% Grade 
A. Loe.ding time 
-3% 
2.00 min. 






R R ~ ~ Grade Ave. Speed 







Section Leng th RORl Grade Ave. Sueed Hauling time 
Haul Road 500 ft. 6'1 ,, +3% 12.3 1-iFH 
E. Spotting time 
F. Tota l time per cycle 
G. Trips per 50 n in. hr. 9 trips 
H. Hourly production 15 cu. yd. A 9 trius 135 loose cu. yd. 
pe!' hour trucks 
r. Production per shift 135 X 1.25 
J. No. of trucks needed: 5 
hour 
980 loose cu. yd. per 
shift per truck 
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Case 6: 22-ton trucks e.nd 3 - cu. yd. shovel 
Hauls.ge dist c:.nces 
70CJ ft. in the pit RORl = 4% e.nd Grade = O% 
300 ft. on spoil banl~, R R = 0 1 B'lt and Gre.de = -3% 
A. Loading time 2.00 
B. Hauling 
Haul Road 
Section Len.~:th RORl Grade Ave. SEeed Ave. t illle 
In the pit 700 ft. 4;; o% 12.3 .60 
On s poil bank 300 ft. / .:f Dp -3% 25.8 .13 
c. Dur~ping time 2.00 
D. Returning time 300 ~~ "0 
On spoil bank 300 ft. 6% +3;; 12.3 .27 
In the pit 700 ft. 4Jb o% 16.2 .49 
E. Spotting time .30 
F. Tota.l time per cycle 5-79 
G. Trips per 50 min. hr. 8.65 trips per hour 
H. Hourly production 15.0 X 8.65 = 130 Loose cu. yd • 
. r. Production per shift 130 X 7.25 = 940 cu. yd. per hour 
per truck 
J. No. of trucks needed: 5 
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Case 7: 22-ton truck End 3 - cu. yd. shovel 
Haul Distances 
1000 ft. tin the pit, F.0R1 = 4%, Grade = O% 
500 ft. on the spoil ban!c, RORl 8%, Grade = -3% 
A. Loading time 2.00 min. 
B. Hauling time 
Haul Road 
Section ~ R0R __ l ~ Grade Ave. SEeed Ave. ti:ne 
In the pit 1000 ft. 4'1 ;> o% 14.8 • 77 
On spoil bank 500 ft. 8i& - 3% 10.3 -54 
c. Durn p ing time 2 .00 
D. Re turning time 
On Spoil bank 500 8% +3% 10.3 .54 
In the pit 1000 4% o% 26.2 .43 
E. Spotting time .30 
--F. Tota l time per cycle 6 .58 
G. Trips per 50 min. hr. 76 trips per hour 
H. Hourly production 15 X 8.6 = 114 loose cu. yd. per hour 
per truck 
I. Production per shift 114 X 7.25 = 826 cu. yd. per shift 
per truck 
J. No. of t rucks needed: 5 
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Case 8 : 22-ton truck End 3 - cu. yd. shovel 
H<>.uling Distances 
1 000 ft. in t he p it, 
"oR1 4%. Grade = OJ~ 
1000 ft. on spoil ba.n_'-1: , RORl 8% , Gra.de =-3% 
A. Lo ading time 2 .00 
3. Hauling time 
Haul Roe.d 
Section Lem:th R R % Ave •. L!. Grade Ave. Sueed time 
In the p it 1000 ft. 4% o% 14.8 • 77 
On spoil ban_!<;: 1000 ft. 8% -3.% 12-3 . 93 
,., Dumping time '-'• 2.00 
D. :ct.e turning time 
On spoil be.nk 1000 ft. 8% + 3% 12.3 -93 
In t!le pit 4"' p o,% 26 .2 . 43 
.!!.· Spotting time .!.lQ 
F. 'fa tal time per cycle 7-36 
G. Trips per hour 6.8 trips per hour 
H. Hourly yroduction 
I. <'roduct ion I shift 
6 . 8 X 
7.25 
15.0 = 102 loose cu. yd. per hour I truck 
X 102 = 740 cu. yd. I shift I truck 
J. No. of trucks needed: 6 
Cost Ane.lysis for Truck Haule.ge 
Trucks 1•! 111. be depreciated in four years , or in 8,000 
hours. Although a n 2.vsre.ge life for &. truck is about 15,000 
hours, no salvage value 1·!ill be considered in deprecia tion 
schedules. The cost af the orig ina l tires ' ' ill be included 
in operating cost, not in deprec i a tion charges. 
The method of cost a ne.lysis for t ruck s is similar to tha t 
oetho d of cost analysis for shovels. The cost a nalysis for 15-
t on and 20-ton Rear-d.ump Euclid Trucks fo llol:S . 
O<mership Casts 
A. Depreciation 
Purcha se price 
Freight, ta Ist2.nbul 
10% of purch~se price 
Delivered price 
Less cost of tires (6 tires) 
Tota.l cunount to be 
d.epreciated 
Hourly depreciation cost 
(8000 hrs. dep. period) 
B. Interest, t a xes, insurance 
(% of yee.rly investment) 
(Delivered price)(62.S%) 
------------ X lO.)b 2000 hrs. per yr. 











C. Hourly tire cost 
(Estimated tire life 
2SOO and 3SOO hrs.) 
D. Tire repa irs lS% of hourly 
tire cost 
E. Rep~irs (including parts a nd 
labor) (est. by r.la.nufacturer) 
F. Fuel 4.0 c:.nd 4.5 ga.llhr at 
$0.31 
G. 011, g r ease, includi ng l abor 
per hour 
H. Truck oper a tor, l abor 
Total hou::-ly operating cost 
Tota l est~uated hourly 



























Swnmary of Cycl e Calulations 
and 
Cost An.~.J.ysis "f True]{ HPul~'>ge 
15-t~n trucks And 2 1/2 cu. 22-ton trucks and 3 cu. yd. 
Haulage D ie.tance 
(ft . ) 
C;ycle time, min. 
Trips per 50 min . 
hour 
Cu. yds. per hr. 
J2er truck 
Cu. yds. per 
shift ue r truck 
No . trucks needed 
(with one SJ2c>.re) 
To tal o>mer;;hip 
and operating 
cost of each 
fleet per hr . 
Cu . yds. per 









Cost per cu. yd. ;o .os4 
yd. shovel shovel 
1000 1500 2000 500 1000 1500 2000 
;1.62 6 . 4'2 7.07 2·54 .2· 72 6 • ..2.§___~ 
8 . 95 7. 75 7.06 9.00 8.65 7.60 6 . 80 
89 . 5 n .s 70.6 135 130 114 6Goz 
650 561.:· 512 980 940 826 740 
5 6 6 5 5 5 6 
$35·50 ~L:.J . 50 !~43 . 50 $41. 10 ~/ 41 .10 $41 .10 $50. :t-5 
358 388 353 540 520 456 510 




The results of cycle calculations and cost analysis 
of truck haulage are summarized in Table X. A study of 
this table indica tes that t he rate of decrease in pro-
duction is especially r apid as distances go beyond 1000 ft. 
The production r a te for a 22-ton Rea r-dump truck decreas es 
slowly for t he distances between 500 ft. and 1500 ft. For 
extents gr ee.ter t han 1500 ft, the decree.se in production 
becomes more rapid. It follo;.Js, therefore, that 15-ton 
trucks e.re more econo:zJical fol' short dist a.nces, but tho.t 22-
ton trucks are more economical f'o:>:> hauls a round 1500 ft. 
The average hauling dist a nce of Kumtepe is to be 1500 ft. 
Therefore, ten 22-ton Rear-dump trucks are needed to s e rve 
t h e stripping shovels. A 5-truck fleet >dll be assigned to 
2 1/2 - cu. yd. shovel and another 5-truck fleet uill be 
a ssigned to 3 - cu. yd. shovel. This a.llo>,I S one spare truck 
per fle et. 
Proposed Stripping and ~lining Method 
The average depth of overburden o:f Bed no. 1 is about 
35 ft. The mo.ximum cutting height is 37 1 0 11 at 60 degrees 
for a 3 - cu. yd. shovel and 48 1 0 11 at 55 degrees for a 
2 1/2 - cu. yd. shovel. 
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It ic not ah;e,ys possible nor advisa_ble to operate the 
shovel at maximum cutting height. There is an 11 optimum d~pth 
of cut 11 for each shovel. This depth depends upon the physical 
character of the bank and can be determined in the field. If 
the height of the bank is much greater than the optimum depth, 
some <mxiliary equipment must be used to reduce the height to 
the optimum depth of t he shovel. 
It is thought the_t during the ma,jor par-t of the opera-
tion, preparation of the bank by blasting will not be neces-
sary. One or two bulldozers ;-:orking on the bank ahead of the 
shovel, can reduce the height of bank. For this r eason, pre-
par&tion of 11high I<all 11 ivill not be discussed at this stage 
but in the interest of completeness, it will be mentioned 
in a l a tter part of this study. 
The average angle of s;-ring should by kept a s loiv a s 
possible i·rhen using e, stripping shovel. 'The shovel produc-
tion figures used previously ;,·ere based on 90 degree angle 
of si~ing. To loi~er the loading time, the a verage angle of 
s-vring should be less than 90 degrees. Fig . 14 sho~;s a method 
of r educing , si'ling angle and elimina ting spotting delays. 
The position of the shovel ;-lith r e spect to the bank de--
pends upon the height of the bank and physical character of 
the bank. If caving and sliding occur frequently, the shovel 
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should operat e a t a sa.fe distance from the bank. The maximum 
1-:idth o f the banks should be equal to the maximum cutting radius 
of t he shovel to elimina.te unnecessary forvle.rd and ba ckv:e.rd 
movements of shovel. 
The loading cycle of shovel e.nd the position of the t ruck 
a re sh01m in Fig . 15. Fig . 16 is sketch of g eneral stripping 
p lEm. 
Haulage vill be unnecess a ry in some places (see figures 
12 a nd 1 3 ). The shove l can c as t s poil into the area from ''hic{l 
lign ite has b e en removed. Fig. 17 illustrates a me thod of cast-
ing using t'vo chovel in tandem. This me thod is u sed 1-;hen the 
he i ght of spoil pile depends upo n three basic factors , namely: 
(1) swell factor of mater i al, (2 ) angle of repose of loose 
material, a.nd (3) maximum dumping heir;ht of the shovel . Occa-
sionally the max imum o.u.'llp ing height of the shovel uil l not be 
high enough to s po il all of the overburden from a given cut. 
11'here this is the cas e, a sm<?.ll bull dozer ca n be used to 
spread the overburde n, or trucks c a n be used t o transport a 
little portion of the overburden in the normal manner . 
Stripping s hovel leave s a. six 1nches t!l.ick overburden. 
The r ea.so ns for this protective blanket ma.y be summarized as 
follOHS: 
1. To reduce crushing of the lignite by trucks a nd the 
shovel. 
2. To :'prevent l ong-time exposure of lignite to a ir v:hich 
i·muld incree.se slacking . 
That thin l ayer of overburden me.y be atripped b:·.r I:1ea.ns of' 
bul1_dozer , befo r e lo a ding shovel sta.rt to lo ad . 
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Fu •. 17 
S trippi"fJ <l':d C O $lin5 i: y two 
Shave( in Tandem. 
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Co~l loading equi~:;aent should be be.lenced e.gainst the 
daily output requirement of the number of loJorking ple.ces, 
and the size of transportation units. As the specific gravity 
of lignite {1.2.5) is much lol'Ter than that of overburden {about 
2.6) it is possible to equip a small shovel l-lith an oversized 
light l·reight dipper and e.cheive a 2.5 to 60 per cent increase 
in capacity. For example, 'l':ith a Harion Type 111 - M three 
sizes of dippers, 3 1/2 - cu. yd., !} - cu. yd., and .5 - cu. yd., 
can be used. Fig. 18 shol<'S the standard loading practice. 
The hauling diste.nce fo·r the lignite va ries from 300 ft. 
to 3,000 ft. The average distance l-rill be about .500 ft. It 
l·:as calcule.ted ths.t a l·la.rion type 111 - H Diesel polfered 
shovel equipped vith a light l·reight 4 - cu. yd. dipper can 
produce 2,1}"80 metric tons of lignite per shif·t. As daily 
production is to be L~,000 m. tons. this shovel must be oper-
ated t •1o shifts per day. The estima ted cost per ton for 
loading lignite is $0.07. 
For the average haul dista~ce of 1.500 ft., three trucks 
{20-ton Bottom-dump, Euclid Hodel) e.re needed per shift. The 
estima ted hourly Olmership a nd opere.ting cost is $9.00 per 
truck. 
Hourly cost of O"l-ming and operating of three trucks: $27.00 
Hourly cost of ouning one spare truck {estime.ted): 
Hourly cost of fleet of four trucks: $31.00 
Estima ted hauling cost per ton $31.00 
for a v erage distance of 1.500 ft. 2000 tons $0.1.5.5 per ton 
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Other. Auxiliary Equipment Used at Strip Hines 
Scrapers 
The use of scrap ers at strip mines are numerous. They 
dig, haul, and s p read the spoil. Scrapers are j_nde ·oendent 
stripping units e.nc. e.re opere.ted by one me.n. 
The typical a pplica.tions of scrapers to coal stripping are: 
a) Stripj) ing overburden an SEle.ll properties \·There amount 
of recovere.ble coal e.nd life of property do not •·rarrant invest-
ment in le.rge stripping machines. 
b) Stripping light overburden that does not present an 
adeque.te face for economical shovel operation. 
c) Auxiliary stripping, where overburden is so thick that 
the top material nust be removed to allo~; shovel to •-:ork w·ith-
in its limitations. 
d) lHdening a bench at side of the pit to provide greater 
casting area for a shovel. 
e) Hauling coal from the pit, in conjunction uith shovel 
loadings. 
f) Construct ion and maintenance of dre.inage ditches and 
haul roads. 
At many mines in the United States, scrapers are being 
used successfully in stripping o p erations especially since 
manufacturers :tave marketed larger size scrapers by rubber-
tire-mounted trs.ctors. Fer the folloving reasons , scrapers 
are not economical to use on Klliutepe lignites: 
a) There a.re three lignite beds to be mined. At many 
places casting and piling of spoil material by shovels is 
less expensive than to use scrapers. 
b) In gener a l, even rubber mounted s crapers do not 
hfl.ve e.s much speed as trucks. 
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c) Although the topography is favorable for he.uling 
spoil ma teri2.l dotm grade, t he return trip, upgrade must be 
accomplished 1·1it!'\ the scraper unloaded. 
d) As the me.terial is mostly clay e.nd s<mdy clay, \1!::len 
the ma t er i e.l is 11et l oa d i ng the bm·rl of scrapers ev e n 1•rith 
pusher will be difficult. 
e) Scrapers usuHlly a re s.pplied to stripping shallolf 
overburden, a t Kwntepe t he s.verage dept}} of overburden is 
from 30 to 40 ft. 
Althoug h scrapers c a nno t r epl e>.ce the shovel-truck system 
a t t his mine, they may be used to reduce thickness of over-
burden to the limits of the stripping shovel. 
Bulldozer~: There are many kinds of dozers and bulldozers 
generally a re ver0' useful equipment at strip mines. They 
c a n be u sed to clean loose ms.terial a r o und shovels, to ma in-
t a i n haula g e roads and d itch es , and to h elp t he s t r i pping 
shov el s by reducing the heiGht of t!le b a l)k. Bulldo zers, if 
u sed 1-r i t h in 100-200 f t. ha uling distance, a re v ery economi-
cal stripping units. 
At Kwntepe lignites each stripping shovel 1·1ill receive 
h elp from t~ro bulldozers, one operating on the bank, the 
other o pera.ting in the pit s.round the shovel. Another bull-
dozer '"ill remove the 6 11 of overburden l eft on the lign i te 
by stripp ing shovel ahead o f the lignite loading shovel. 
The estims.ted hourly o1ming a nd opera ting expenses of 
a Bucyrus-E:::-ic 3ulldozer 1-:ith TD-9 cravrler tractor, and 
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that of a Bucyrus-Erie Bullgrc:.der t-:ith sa;ne tractor are $J. 75 
$4.00 each. In cco.lculating hourly otming a.nd operating expen-
ses, the percentetge fig ures for 11 tota.l ownership expense 11 are 
tenken from 11Contre.ctors Equipment, Ownersl:1ip Expense 11 published 
by the Associated General Contr&ctors of America, Inc., and 
hourly operating cost is es time.ted at $2.50 an hour. 
Kurntepe Lignites 
Esti1ne.ted Profit and Loss 
Sales: 10,000 m. tons I yr. 
at $5.30 F.O.B. mine 
Cost of Lignite Sold 
Stripping costs (Ave.) $lou. yd. 
Power shovel operation \i0.057 
Hauling overburden 0.090 
Five bUlldozers 0.020 ~0.167 
(a.t $2.50 I r..r. each) 
Total stripping cost I shift 




One bulldozer in pit 





Mining cost per second shift 
Total mining cost 
i•fl.'.intenance cost per shift 
(Est~~ated for grading 
roads, cleaning ditches, etc.) 
Total Mining and Stripping cost 
per shift 





Total cost per year ($0.46 X 100,000) 
Gross profit per yee.r 
Generc>.l Administrative Expense 
(Sa l e.ries, office supplies, 
deprecia tion on bldgs . a nd 
furniture, light, heat, tel-
ephone, etc.) 
Financial ~ianagement 
Prorated development expense 
Royalty $0.20 I ton lignite 
produced 
Tota l operating expense 
Net operat ing profit before t e.xes for year 
Income anC. other taxes at 37% of net profit 
Profit for the year 
Profit per ton of lignite produced 













The cost figures are taken from preVious calculations 
The administrative expenses, the amount of money invested 
for prospecting, royalty re.te per ton co2.l produced P.nd the 
percentage of income t ax 1·rere supplied by the H. T. A., 
Ankara , Turkey. 
There are some hidden expenses ~-1hich d.epend, undoubtedly, 
upon t!':Le policy of ma.nagement ano./ or existing labor lal,•s, such 
as recreation facilities for employees, vacation Hith pay, and 
funds for accidents, etc. Therefore, the anticipated profit 
of $.2.00 per ton may drop to $1.75 per ton of lignite proo.uced. 
Estimated Initial Investment 
For Equipment Delivered a.t Iste.nbul, Turkey 
Stripping Units 
2 1/2 - cu. yd. shovel 
3 - cu. yd. sho-vel 
$ 79,088 
100,970 
10 22-ton Rear-d~~p Euclids 312,*00 $492,458 
lUning Units 
4 - cu. yd. shovel, coa l loader 102,000 










JF,AINTEK.IIJ,lCE AT STRIP HINES 
Accoro.ing to 11'ebster 1 s dictionary, 11Hainta.in 11 means 11 to 
hold or keep state or condit ion, especially in a state of 
efficiency or validity 11 • Equipment maintained in first-class 
condition el1minates delays due to breakdo~ms, ano. thus ren-
ders invalid. one of the most over1vorked excuses for loJ.r pro-
duction. 
It is ah:ays necessary to devote !!laney and time in the 
maintena nce of equipment and roa<is in coal mines. ~~'hen a 
mine is highly mechanized, it becomes increa singly importa.nt 
to keep equipment in good operating condition. 
The costs due to a breakdol•m of mine equipment ce.n be 
considereO. as the folloHing example of a shovel breakdo1m: 
1. Hourly cost of o1mership of shovel· 
2. Hourly cost of labor, (shovel opera tor, oiler). 
J . Hourly cost of truck-fleet serving t he shovel. 
4. Hourly cost of repairmen. 
5. Cost of time spent by foreman. 
6. Cost due to loss of production, overtime pa.yment, if any. 
7. If the breakdo1m is of major importance hourly cost of 
opera ting Ha shing plant also has to b e considered. 
Organization of J.Iaintenance Department 
An effj.cient mine manager understands the need for a 1vell 
organized and equipped maintena nce depe.rtment. !1r. Cl:l.as . :tl.. 
Na iller of Ha nna Co a l co., Neffs, Ohio says 11l·1aintenance a nd 
i t s proper organize.t i on has l ong b een a n egl ected probl em i n 
the mining inO.us try. The ree.son maintenance has l e.gged behind. 
other branches of the industry i s tha t the greatest emphasis 
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has altmys been placed on operation. Not·r, mechanical 
mining has forcibly brought to our attention the need of 
II (21) 
maintene.nce into the coal production system. 
(21) Nailler, Chas. R., Orga nization of I'Iaintenance Cre'l-rs in 
1·1echanical Loading, Coa.l I•Une Hodernization, Year Book, 
1940, p. 157 • 
A maintene.nce orge.niza1aon shoul6. hav e some system of 
reporting a nd recor6.ing machine condition, t·rork needed, Hnd 
repairs accomplished. Preventive measures should ta..1!:e first 
place in maintenance work, rather than fixing equipment after 
brea.kdo'lom has occurred. Haintenance programs must be suppo·rted 
by an adequa te supply of parts a nd materials to meet normal 
day-to-ds.y demands. Ample shop facilities for r epairs and 
overhauls should be available. There should be enough tools 
of the right types. A maintenance system should provide for 
(22) 
the follot-ring: 
(22) Na iler, Chas. R., ibid. p. 158 
1. Field inspection 
2. i'lork s cheduling 
J. Proper handling of maintenance personnel. 
1. Field Inspection: 
The maintenance system should have inspector meche.nics 
t-rh o che ck on functioning of equipment e.nd its l ubrication. 
Through the inspector's r eports more eff e ctive scheduling of 
repairs can be made. 
2. \vork Scheduling: 
a) Unit maintenance: The modern complex machine is made 
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up of va.rious units such s.s, motors, hydraulic system, 
gearing, etc. Each unit differs greatly in its length 
of useful service e.n<i should. be replaced or repaired 
accordingly. 
The necessity for regular rebuilding of all types of 
mining equipment cannot be over stressed, for continuous 
a nd economical opera tion of such equipment depends on 
keeping the equipment in good she.pe. 
b) Adequate supply of materials: 
The need for materials should be promptly reported to the 
purchas;.ng agent or depe.rtment to provide adequate time for 
delivery, thus e.voiding unnecessary dele.ys. 
c) Running e.nd bree.k-do1-m r epe.irs: 
Here "running r epairs" refers to tho s e of a compar e.tively 
minor nature, ;,·hich do not take the machine out of service 
for any extended time. If the equipment inspection is 
conducted efficiently and action is taken promptly on the 
ba sis of the inapectors 1 r eports a gr eat number of break-
dOHns r epairs may be treated as running repairs. Thus ~raste 
of valuable time and expens e is gr eatly reduced. 
J. Proper Personnel H.s.ndling: 
The nester mechanic should be selected not only because 
of his ability to perform ma intenance \·rork, but also because 
he is production-minded. One of t he cons t ant aims of manage-
ment should be building up per s onnel and tra ining the mechanics. 
Diesel Eng ines: 
Proper functioning of the cooling system of the diesel 
eng ine is vital to its efficient opers.tion. Initial problems 
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cc>.used by overheating ruay be operational in c!mracter, such 
c;.s, loss of po,;er, or increased fuel and oil consumption. 
Operation of e. <iiesel engine a t excessively high tempe r e.tures 
li ill often lea<i to more serious consequences. All metals loose 
streng th Fhen they are he:.ted. They undergo considerable ex-
pansion during hea ting, a nd contraction during cooling. The 
forces d ue to expansion End contre.ction are opposed by shape 
of parts e.nd by part confinement, end thus high internal 
stresses are developed. These stresses increase as the temp-
erature rises l·Ihile at the sc:.me time the strength of material 
is reduced. l·Jhen the resul te.nt strain becomes greater than 
the ~>..lJ.owable strain of the metal, mechanical failure ~rill 
result. Therefore, the importance of efficient cooling 
systems is obvious. 
In most cases, wa.ter is used as a coole.nt. The '"ater in 
many localities conta.ins chemical impurities that produce sed-
iments in the cooling system. The sediment acts as an insul-
a.tion betueen the heated surfe.ces and the coolant. Clea r rain 
water or soft "l'iater are preferable as coolants. Antifreeze 
coolants should have a high boiling point, as diesel engines 
opera te in a range of about 180" F to 200° F. A diesel engine 
should not be operated before the cooling system is filled. 
:Mr. l1e.l ter 1'1' . Bla ck, mane.ger of service a nd parts dept. of 
International He.rvester Co. sugges ts the follolring procedure 
to find the cause of overhea ting of diesel engines. ( 2 )) 
(23) Black, 1~al ter ~~., Diesel Cooling System l1a.intenance, 
Mechanizatian, September 1948, !! • 97 
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1. Checlc fan belt fo.r slippage and tension. 
2. Check vm ter pump impeller and impeller shaft. 
J. Check rubber hose connection for leaKs. 
h. Checic engine block for s c a.ling e.nc'. s ediment . 
5· Checlc ra.diator fins for obstruction the.t \•rill prevent 
free air flov1. 
6. Keep cooling system full. 
7. Check occasion2.lly for aerated coolant \•·h ile engine 
is running . If the coolant appears cloudy or filled 
\·lit h small s. i r bubbles , it is very lLJ(ely that a ir i s 
ent er i ng the cooling system . Aerated coolant <d ll c aus e 
quick rusting . 
One of the important cost items of strip mines p roba bly 
is the cost of repl a.cing u ire ropes . 11Manuf a cturers h a ve al-
vmys pre.s.ched rightly tha t a uire rope i s 8. ma chine .s.nd de-
serving of the s ame consideration (as equipment itself). If 
long life is to be secured, the ropes must not be subjected 
t o nume r ous i n6.ignities sue!", 8.s kinking , sh8.r p b ending around 
a n angular post, a nd pl e. in j erk ing . 11 ( 24 ) 
( 24) 1Vire Rope and Cable, Coal ~. Octobe-r, 1942, p. 110 
Lubrica t ion, in general, greatly e:r.:tends t he life of 
Hire ropes. HoHever, lubrica tion of a rope Hhich is Het in-
side i s ineffec tive , <'.nd m2.y e ven da.inage the rope by confining 
t he water i n side . 
Chang ing the ends of the rope t o ~ove points of stress 
t o new place s, incre.s.se s life o f the wire considerably. Often 
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s1vi tching one type of ;;ire '.;o e.not':ler e.lso increase s the life 
of the r,rire. As &m exe1nple, 11Life of the 1/2 - in. 6 X 19 uire 
ropes in controlling Le Tournee.u scraper Has increased 400 
per cent by changing from regular lay e.nd plain to longlay a.nd 
(25) preformed. 11 
(25) Strip Cost Halved at Blue Bell 11 Cash &md Ce.rry Mine 11 , 
Coal ~. April 1939, p . 75 
The cause of rope failure often can be determ ine6. by 
appearance of individual broken 1-'ires . A broken ~rire iVhich 
sho'!-Js no reductio n in cross section might indicate that the 
maximum bending strength of the rope has been reached . A 
reciuction in sectiona l e.rea may indicate tha t the maximum 
safe stress has been exceeo.ed, particularly if the break 
is cup-shaped on one side. The bending stresses can be re-
duced by using proper size drums e.nd shea.ves. Overloading 
should be prevented to rec.uce internal stresses in individual 
1-rires . 
Lubrica tion: 
Each pe.rt of the equipment should be lub rice.ted per i odi-
cally i·Jith recommended J.ubrica.nts. The period of lubrication 
depends upon 1vorklng conditions. 'fype of lubrica.nts are usually 
recommenO.ed by t he eo_uipment manufa.cturerc . Storing and hand-
ling lubrice.nts is importe.nt, a nd s t eps should be t aken to 
prevent c ontamination. Definit e scheciules of lubrica tion 
should b e estab lished. A gooO. mine op e ::--ator 1-rill no t extend 
the periods of lubrication to save irnmedie.te cost of lubricants. 
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Cost of tires are treated as operating costs in a truck 
haule.ge system. ?he tote.l cost of tires for each truck varies 
from $2,000 to $4 ,000. The e.verage life of tires depends upon 
several facto rs. These factors and their effects e.re shdlm. in 
Fig. 19. The ma intene.nc e of tires should be consid.ereo. impor-
t a.nt because of this high initial investment. 11 Examina.tion of 
many discarded tires indicates that they ctre cut to pieces 
rather than l·JOrn out. Good road, therefore, a.re e.n absolute 
(26) 
necessity.11 One fore~an sta.tes that reducing pressure 
(26) Trucks and Trailers , Coal Ag e, October, 1942, p. 128 
from 90 to 70 pound per square inch reduced tire cuts by 75 
per cent. 
The development of tires for mil ita!'y us e during 'viorld 
1ia.r II has taught the rubber industry me.ny things about the 
operation of rubber tired vehicles over adverse terre.in. 
It >·:as found the.t a load could be c arried on a tire Hith 
low·er pressure, if their section width 1·1ere incree.sed, rather 
than incl"easing the diameter. 
Lo>v pre ssure .tires, in turn, required fe1-:er number of plys 
in the tire. J. G. cerry, Field Engineer of u. s. Rubber Co. 
summarized the advant ages e.nd disadvantages of 101; inflation 
tires: (27) 
(27) Berry, J. G., The Future Use of :ii.ubbe r in Open- Pit lUning , 
Coa l Mine :J1o.dernization Year Book, 1946 , P . 208 
a) It permits for greater mobility and consequently 
ot.o 
"-
--...J I O, ooo 
0~~----~----~----~~~ 0 10 30 5" 10 
% Overlood1 Under-Inflation 
a..d Miles per Hour 
H ow Certain facl rr; vff~d Tir, Lift. 
no 
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reduces the dem.?.nd for good roads. 
b) It pe~~;nits the operc:.tion of the tires over rock and 
coal beds l~ ith less fa.bric brea.ks. 
c) Less po~mding- vibration, therefore less road <:md 
vehicle m.?.intenance. 
d). The cost the larger tire 1vith fe~ver plys may c>.p:proach 
Ol' equal the cost of the mae.lJ.er tire ~·dth more plys. 
e) The only disc.dvanta.ge of the lou pressure tire is the 
higher pove!' consumption of the trucks. 
Longer tire life can be secured, lf the follolving points 
are considered.: 
l) l•laintain proper tire inflation, The proper pressure 
to be used on the type of tire and the gross ~1eight 
of the truck. 
2) Keep valve caps on the tubes. 
3) Inspect tires regularly and remove all foreign 
materials 11ithin the treads. 
4) Keep haulage roads in good. condi t ·ion. 
5) Hake regular check of front vrheel alignment. 
6) Repls.ce ne1·r tires in pairs on dual Hheels. 
7) Do not use oil O!' g rease on rims. Solution of 
soapy l·iate:>:> is sugg ested. s.s best J.uoricant. 
8) Check air pressure regularly. Don't reinflate tires 
Hhich sho1v signs of a.ir leakage. 
9) Keep pressures in dual ti:>:>es equal on both side of 
axle. 
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Effects of fit Conditions Gn Eaintenan:ce 
Pre·.)e.rs.tion of the Ban.lc: 
~he i mports.nc e of good. high->-:all 1'reparation lies in the 
need to p r evsnt damege t o the ex:Jensive sl'!ovels that operate 
in strip min es. The shovels Hill not dig solid. limestone, 
he.rd shale, o r tough s a no.stone. Explosives a!'e used to reduce 
these handic2.ps. If proper ba.n..tc p:coepa.rat ion is not made, high 
s:10vel r:,e.inten&nce costs, loss of ti;ne , and curta.iled. output 
,,rill result. 
As in evel'Y other problem ,.;here the conditions are never 
du~::>licated, no he.rc!. B.nd. fast rules c e.n be established for 
bank preparation. As u ith the medica.l p rofession, t here are 
general principles that point the e:ay but a diagnosis of the 
c a se 3Ust deter mine the kind and size of the dose. 
11The preparat ion ::>f' a high->~all fo!' stripping is no t a. 
science, it is an art . ~he blc..sting e.rtist tel-:es s. look a.t 
t he cross-section of the high -v:all the 1f':1.eels of his brain 
buzz 8. fe1·r turns e.nd he has an e.ns1·rer . The b est mw fs.ll 
short. So he che.ng es hol e spac ing , type of expl osives or 
(28 ) 
size of t h e sho t e.nd. tries again . 11 
(28) niche.rt. Fred. \'i.' 11High-\'!a11 Preparation~ Coal ~ 
February, 1944, p. 88 
1·/hatever the explosives u s ed. , t he d rilling );)P.ttern 
and. t he ~!eight of che.r g e must b e s.deque.t e to produc e a b e.nk 
t ha t c e.n be dug l>ith t he equipme n1J at hand . 
In genere.l, .s.t strip mine~ hol es e.re drilled horizontally 
1-iith anger type drills. If e. h 2.rd foruation lies immedi a tely 
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over the coal bed vertical cJ.rills g ive the best results. 
Gela. tin ,, dynamites e.nd liquid oxyge n explosives may 
be used in wet holes . 
Group shooting of holes ~;enera.lly £S iVes the best re-
sults. Bla.sting p roblems at / any mine must be solved on the job. 
~!B.intenance o:f' Roe.ds: 
In building haulage roa.ds for high capacity trucks, the 
follo,·r ing cond.i tions should. be maintained for lo,·r-maintenance 
costs : 
1) compacted, firm subgrade 
2) deep d.rainage ditch on each side of the roe.d , especially 
in flat a1•eas 
3) ~raterpr.oof road surface 
4) grade '·rithin the g rade ability of truck. 
The onl y lt!&.y to ke ep the heavy traffic roa.ds in the mine , in 
shape is to keep the subgrade a.nd foundation dry. Road graders 
are ~ridely used to keep road. surfaces smooth . Undoubtedly they 
e.re the most valuo.ble piece of equipment ori the market for main-
taining haulage roads. Bulldozers a re essential, also, in road 
mainten<.nce, especially for building a ne>·r stretch of roacl., a.nd 
rebui].d.ing a section t hat he.s begun to deteriorate. 
The Draine.R: e Problem: 
This subject falls into tvo distinct classifications, 
namely: Surf<'.ce dra.inage a.nd F it drainage. The prime 
object of surface dral.nage is to prevent surfa.ce 'trat er from 
entering the pit . This is a.ccomplished by gravit y fJ.o>·r 
ditches loce.ted e.rouEd. the strip.ping area . Once established, 
surfa.ce drainage ditches ordina.rily require l:ittle attention 
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or r.Jaintenance. In loce.tions 1·rhere the pit bottom is above 
natural drE>.ine.ge t':le problems of both surfa.ce and pit drain-
age is simplified and is less costly. Even in these pits, 
ho1vever, flo11 control on the high-tvall side is necesse.ry in 
order to divert hea.vy run o ffs. 
Erre.tic lveather" conditions are a men2.ce to stripping 
opera.t ions, t1:1erefore, in such areas , dra.ins.ge is as impor-
tant problem . The topography is the governing fs.ctor in 
planning surface dre. ina.ge. Natural uater 1·rays o.n the prop-
erty should be used until they interfere vith min ing operations, 
A small diesel-driven dragline is usue.lly used as a 
ditch digg ing machine. In general , its capacity may vary 
from less than a cubic yard up to three cubic yards. Other 
tools useful for dra.inage Hork are the road patrol s.nd the 
bulldozer for making shallot·r con tour <ii tches. 
As one practical operator surnmed it up: 11Failure to 
arrange proper draine.ge can be one of the most expensive 
items a.round e. strip f!line. All o.itches and other drainage 
projects should be done during summer 1-;hen sunshine a.nd 
(29) 
' ''eather are favore.ble. 11 
(29) Richa.rt, Fred <v. , Handling i'Ia.ter to Save T i rn e and Honey 
e.t Strip Hines, Coal Age, J anuary, 1944, p. 60 
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SID!c!L4.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
At Kuintepe of Agacle Region, nee.r Istanbul, Turkey, there 
are an estime.tecl 700,000 metric tons of lignite 1-rhich may be 
mined by stripping. 
It he.s been found that t11o shovels t:dth capacities of 
2 1/2 - cu. yds. and J - cu. yds. dipper cape.city \•!Orking 
one 8-hr. shift each can uncover the mini!!lum required amount 
of lignite of 4,000 metric tons per day. The avere.ge stripping 
cost, '\";hen c~ting 9er cubic yard for these shovels is $0.057. 
The shovels are capable of d. eli vering over 5, 000 cu. yds. 
loose materie.l daily. 
During the major pe.rt of operation stripping material 
must be hauled by truck an average distance of 1,500 ft. 
For this opere.tion, ten 22-ton Rear-dump Euclid trucks are 
found to be the most satisfe.ctory. The average hauling ccl.st 
per cubic yard of overburden is $0.090· 
The mining of lignite can be best accomplished by a 
~!arion type 111-M diesel shovel equipped <vith a light >veight 
4 - cu. yd. dipper. The estimated loa.ding cost of the coal 
is $0.070 per ton v;hile the cost of tre.nsporting the coe.l 
from the pit to the tipple is $0.155 per ton. 
The use of bulldozers is suggested to facilitate the 
shovel operation e.nd to ms.intain road;mys. 
A strip mine operator must recognize the importance of 
maintemmce of eoyipment a.s 1'rell as roads and ditches, for 
a smooth and efficient mine operation. 
Because of the speed at <vhich strip mining operations 
progress, serious mista.lces ma.y easily be made. Consequently 
the dete.iled engineering must be sound, e.dequate, a.nd timely. 
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In this s tudy, the efficiency of mane.g ement has not been 
'i~luded, bec9.use it is a. factor which cannot be determined 
before a mine begins to operate. It is, t herefore, necessary 
for me.nag ew.ent to obtain a complete cost e.nalysis of va rious 
types of equipment along 1·:ith the equipment limitations in 
order to pre-determine t he most suitable typ e for each use. 
In the comput e.tion it "-'as e.ssu;ned t hat the opere.tors of 
equipment uere experienced . It may be necessary, ho<:ever, 
for management to provide f or the training of inexp e rienced 
personnel 1·rhile on the job. 
The mine operatol'S should pl a n a series of time s tudies 
o f all equipment on ee.ch shift. Fr o:21 t hese data t he produc-
tion standards c<>.n be este.blished a_no. management Hill have 
a gauge for 11ee.suring product ivity . 11 This is pe.rticula rly 
import a.n t ih s trip c oal min ing ,.,here production is dependent 
( 30) 
on e. r e l e.t ively sme.ll number of l a rge producing mach ines ." 
(30) Utterbe.ck , H. Gene, Time Stud ies in Strip tUning , lUning 
Congress J o urna.l, June , 1944, p. 43 
To obtain the maximu:n produc t ion t he efficiency o f l e.bor should 
be determined . The best me thod i'iould be based on a c ert ain 
nuf!lber of units p r oduced 9e r man hour for a g iven job. The 
records of t h is me.thod e.re a h mys compe.rable beca use they a re 
unaffect ed by \lark ing day o r il'e.g·e r a. t es . Other a.spects of 
industria l eng i neer i ng might ~rell be applied. 
It has been s':-,o'm that Kumtepe lign ites ce.n be mined a.t a 
profit of $2 .01 per ton. To e.chieve this end, t he full respon-
-sibility to develop this deposit muct b e g iven t o a profit-minded , 
eff icient mane.gement. 
Appeno.ix A 
Data On l·faterials 
(a) 
Height of l•laterials 
Pounds per 
Material 
Cla.y, Dry Excc>.vated 
Cl8.y, \•let Excava.ted 
Coal, Broken, Anthre.cite 
Coal, Broken, Bituminous 
Earth, Excavate<i Common Lo~:>.m , Dry 
Earth, Excavate<i Common Loam, Hoist 
Ee..rth, Excavated Common Loam, \"Jet 
Granite, Broken 
Gravel, Screen 1/Lr 11 to 2 11 
Gravel and s~nd, Pit Run 
Lignite, Broken 
Limestone, Broken 
Hs.rl, Net Excava tec. 
Peat, Hoist 
Pea t, Net 
Phospha te Rock, Broken 
Sand, Slightly Damp 
Sand, Viet 
Sulphur 













































Appendix A (Con.t 1d) 
(b) 
Swell Factors of Material 
ns 
H:;..terial 
Height in Bank Percent S•·rell 
ver Cubic Yard of S11ell Factor 
Sand or Gravel, Dry 3250 12;b 
Sand or Gravel, \Vet 3600 147~ 
Sand or Gravel 'I'Jith Earth 3100 18!; 
Loam 2700 20;~ 
Clay 
-




- Tough .3000 405~ 
Ee.rth 2800 25?~ 
Shale or Soft Rock-Blasted .3000 45/~ 
Hard Rock 
-
'i·!ell Ble.sted 4000 507~ 
Rubbery Clay, Hard Pan or 
Poorly Ble.sted Rock So% 
Coal 
-
Anthracite 2200 35% 
Coal 
-
Bituminous 1900 355; 
(c) 
Soil Conversion Factors 
t5'g~I~1on Converted to Soil TYJ2e In Place Loose Oomoacted 
Sa.nd In place 1.00 1.11 0.95 
Loose 
-90 1.00 0.86 
Co;npacted 1-05 1.17 1.00 
Common In pla.ce 1.00 1-25 0.90 
Earth Loose o.so 1.00 o. 72 
Compe.cted loll 1.39 ]..00 
Clay In place 1.00 1.43 0.90 
Loose o. rro 1.00 0.63 
Compacted loll 1.59 1.00 












Tables for Shovel Operations 
(a) 
Tr.e follo,dng multipliers (b) and (c) are based on cer-
tain assurnptions and. determined from many ye a rs of experience: 
1) Under favorable <;orking conditi-ons. 
2) l - yd. shovel is used and 
3) Ordinary earth excavated from 
4) 8 ft. - cut (depth of cut) and shovel loaded trucks 
from side so that 
5) angle of suing of shovel ' r!&.s a..n a..verag e of 90 degrees 
6) Under ~ conditions that shovel ordinarily shoUld 
be able to produce 120 cu. ~ oer hour, ~ measure-
ment. 
(b) 
Output Coefficients for Shovels 
l-fateri.?.l 
Hard shale ?.nd other rocky forma-
tions poorly blasted 
F.a"irlY vlell blasted rocl;: or hard-
pan, and tough rubbery clay 
Clay boulders 
Heavy clay not sticky 
Clay gra'lllel 
i'let, sandy clay 
Ordinary earth 
Light, dry loam or clay, loose 
sand and gravel, cinders, ashes 










Appendix B, (Cont'd) 
(c) 
Size ·:of Dipper :o,nc1 Depth of Cut 
Depth 3/S 112 .5/S 3/4 1 1 114 1112 1 3/ !} 2 
of Cut ~ .:..2Q_ .&2 .!.12 1.00 1:.!.2 1..0.Q 1.70 2.00 
0 1-3 11 .40 · 39 .38 .38 • 3.5 · 33 
0 1-6 11 
·.57 ._56 ·55 ·.5.5 ._52 ._50 ·4-7 .44 .40 
1' . 67 . 66 .6_5 .6_5 .63 .62 
·.59 ._56 ._52 
1 1-6 1 • 76 ·7.5 .74 . 74 ·72 ·72 .69 .66 .62 
2' . S3 . S2 .S1 .S1 . so . so · 77 .74 .70 
3' . S9 . 88 . S7 . S7 . ss . ss . s~ -79 -7.5 
4' . 94 
·93 · 92 -92 · 90 . S9 . s6 .S3 . so 
5' . 97 . 96 · 95 ·95 -93 ·93 . 8S . ss .ss 
6' 1.00 1.00 os:< ·/~ .98 ·97 .96 ·94 ·91 . S8 
7' .97 · 97 1.00 1.00 
-9S ·9S .96 .93 .90 
S( 
-94 · 94 ·97 ·97 1.00 1·00 · 98 · 96 ·93 
9' · 91 · 91 • 94 ·94 ·97 ·97 1.00 ·9S .96 
10 1 . ss . S8 .91 ·91 . 94 ·94 ·97 1.00 ·9S 
11' . S5 
·85 . S8 :il8 · 91 ·91 . 94 -97 1 .00 
12 1 .S2 . S2 . S5 . 8_5 . ss . 88 · 91 ·94 ·97 
13 1 . 79 ·79 . 82 . 82 . ss . s_5 . 8S ·91 ·94 
141 • 76 .76 . 79 ·79 .S2 .S2 .8_5 . ss -91 
1.5' . 74 .74 • 76 .76 ·79 ·79 . 82 . 8_5 . ss 
16 1 . 72 .72 .74 .74 . 96 .76 • 79 .82 .ss 
18 1 • 70 • 70 
·72 . 72 .74 .74 .76 -79 . S2 
20 1 
·70 . 70 . 72 · 72 . 74 . 76 · 79 
22 1 
-70 . 70 · 72 .74 . 76 
241 
· 70 -72 . 74 
26 1 .70 
·72 
Appe!!di:; B (Cont 1d) 
(d) 
Type of Opera.tion 
Side casting 
Loading trucks in ree.r, 80° S\•:ing 
from cut 




Halcomb, A. E., Output Factors for Exca.vating and Material 









Appendix B (Cont 1 d) 
(e) 
Dipper Efficiency Fa.ctor (k) 
(For Shovels) 
Eactor 
95% to 100% 
85% to 90% 
70% to 80% 
Remarks 
Loose, soft, free running mater-
rials, often provide heaped load 
Dry sane)_ O!' small gravel, moist 
sand loose earth, muck, sandy 
clay, cinders, ashes, •-;ell blasted 
materials 
Harder materials that do not 
require blasting, but causing 
voio.s in dipper. Dry or l-let 
clay, coarse gravel, packed earth 
1-iaterials requiring some breaking 
up by light blasting or shllicing, 
hard to penetre.te, causing voids 
in clipper. 
\~ell broken limestone, sandstone 
Blasted shale, heavy •·ret sticky clay 
GrEwel tilth large boulders 
Cemented gravel 
Blasted rock, hard pan, and 
other materj.als ~1hich are 
difficult to penetrate and 
leave large voids in dipper 
Hard tough shale, limestone trap 
rock, granite, sandstone, conglo-
merate. Tough rubbery clay the 
shaves from baP.k 
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Ap;,:>endix B (Cont 1 d 
{f) 
Cycle time (Cm) For Shovels 
(90° Shovel S1·ring ) 
Capacity CycJ.e time (Seconds) 
Cu. vo_ . Eas:~: digg ing Hedium digg ing Ha rd digidng 
11.2 15 18 24 
3/4 18 20 26 
1 18 20 26 
1 1/4 18 20 26 
1 112 18 20 26 
2 13 20 26 
2 112 20 22 28 
3. 22 24 30 
4 24 26 32 
Note: For eac~ incre&.se of 10° in swinE;, a dd 2 seconds to 
cycle tiine; for e?.ch decree.se of 10°, subtract 2 seconds 
fro m cycle t i;ae. 
J.iodified aft er 11\·Iar Department Tec~·mlcal He.nua l TJ.I 5-252, pp . 92-93 
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Appendix (Cont 1 d) 
( g) 
Approxim8.te Lo ading Cycles of Shovels 
(in seconds) 
Degrees 
of 112 1 1 1/2 2 2 1/2 
S1·rino-
Easy 
digging 45• 12 14 15 17 18 
90° 16 18 19 21 22 
135° 19 21 23 25 27 
180 ° 22 25 27 30 32 
~!ed ium 
digging 45 ° 15 17 18 20 21 
90° 19 21 23 25 26 
135° 23 25 27 29 31 
180° 26 29 31 34 36 
Hard 
digging 1.!.5• 19 21 22 24 25 
90° 24 26 28 30 :n 
135° 29 31 33 35 37 
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Boow fooT p,,. TO s ... ~P[tll s ... ,., •••• ••• ••••••••••••• 12•-6· 
DtPP£A H"NOL£ L£NOT" - Owl ~~tALL •• • •••• ••• ••••••• • • 20•-o• 
DIPP(R HA .. OL£ L(IIIGTH- ~f"flCTIV( •••••• ••••••• • •••• 18' _,-
. ' -1/2 cu.•os. 
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C- 0UMPIHG RADIUS AT LlA~IIoiUfOI 0uMI"IHG HEIGHT •• 
•D-Ou .. PIHG H(ICHT At UAllllll'-'lol fJ,~ .. I"IHG RADIUS •• 
•£ -OutiiPIHG RADIUS- MAXIMUM •••••••••••••••••• 
F-CutTI•G HEIGHT- UAXIMUW ••••••••·••••••••• 
0"" CuTTIWQ RADIUS AT MAXIWUM HEIGHT •••••••••• 
H- CuTTIW8 HEIGHT AT UAXIWUIII RADIUS •••••••••• 
J -Cut,t•8 RADIUS- YAlliMUM •••••••••••••••••• 
1<-CuTTING RADIUS AT 8•-0• ELEVATION ••••••••• 
L -CuTTINO DEPTH 8£Lo• G•Ao£ ••••••••••••••••• 
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LONG RANGE SHOVEL 
(CLUTCH TYPE) 
&OOM-HANDLE-DIPPI!:R 
Boo .. LtMGTH - Errtctavc •••••••••••••••••••••• •• ••• 45'-0" 
Boo .. ltNGTH- Foot Pa• to Poun SH£AYIE s ... _,., •• • ••• 43'-0" 
POINT SHI:Aif[ DtAM[T£1111 •• • •• • •• • ••• •• • •• • • • •••••• • •• 48• P . O. 
Boou FooT PtN TO SHI~PI:It SHAFT ••••••••••••• ••••• •• 22• -0" 
Ot,.,.£1111 HAIIOL£ Lt .. atH - Ovtllt&LL •• • •••••• •• •••• • •••• ~· -o• 
DtPPt:• Ha•oLt LtiiGTH- Er,..:ctavt •• •• •••••••••••••• 33'-0" 
DIPP£1111 CAPACITY ••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••• 3 Cuo YOSo 
WORKIHO RAHOES 
A • Boow A Nat.. £ .......................... . ...... • • •••••• ••• 
a-ou ....... a HttOHT- ........ u ••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• • •• 
C-Ouiiii'ING RADIUS. UA X IIIIIUIII Ht:IGHT •••·••••••••••••••••• 
0-0u .. l'lfiiG HE IGHT. UA X IIIIU .. RAOIUI • • • • •••••• •!>••••••••• 
£-DU.IIII'IfiiG R ADIUS- UAXIIIIUIII •••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••• 
f'- CuTTI"'G HE1014T- UA X IIIIUIII •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(J-CuTTI"G RADIUS. UAXIIfUIII HEIGHT •• • ••• •••••• • •••••••• 
H- CuTT IItO HEI GHT 0 UAilllfUW AAOIUI ••••••••••••••••••••• 
J-CuTTING RADIUS- UAillllfU. ••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••• 
1(-CuTTING RADIUS. 8 '-0" [L[WATIO .. •••••• • ••••••••••••• 
L -CuTTING Otr T ~o~ 8£1..0• G•AO( •• ••••• •· ••• ••• •••••••••••• 
N-CLtARAN<:£ RADius - 6oo• Pot•T •••• •• ••• • ••••••••••••• 













































Data for Cost Analysis of Shovel 
(a) 
Elemen·ta of Cost Ana.lysis 
Fixed Costs: 
A Determine tote.l investment considering the follolving: 
1. Price of equipment, F.O.B. factory 
2. Freight charges, unload.il'.g a nd erecting 
J. Cueton duties (if exported to a foreign country) 
B. Determine Economic life of equipment 
C. Determine avere.ge yearly :!.nvest!:!ent 
D. Find depreciation per ye2.r a.nd per hour 
E. Interest, taxes, insurance on average investment per year 
and per hour 
F. HaintenaP..ce cost on total investment per yea.r e.nd per hour 
G. Total fixed costs D+E+F per year and per hour 
Opere. ting Costs: 
H. Engine fuel e.nd lubricating costs per hour 
I. Direct Labor Costs per hour 
L. Add overtime, ·•·rorkers fund per year a.nc1 per h:JUr 
M. Total direct costs= G+H+I+L (if any) 
Other Costs: 
~. Indirect costs (overhead) per yeer or per hour 
0. Tote.l costs = lHN pei" yea.r or pe:> hour 
Cost per cubic ye.rC.: 
P . Output ~er hour 
R. Cost p er cu. yd. o/p 
Appendix C (Cont'd) 
(b) 
Aver~.ge Useful Lifs ::J f Shovels 
3/8 
-
Ji4 c u . yds. ~ J yee.rs or 10,000 hours 
1 
-
1 112 cu. ydc . 6 Ye<'-::'S or 12,000 hours 
2 cu. yas. ar:a o\rer 8 years or 16,000 hour s 
(c) 
Dep rec l<":.-:;::.:m cfu~#rg-3n (.3t::-e.ig:tt line met!'!od) 
10~/~ total invest:r..eP.~ 
- "' 
, .. total inves tment pe;r yea r 
Life i n y ears ·)::' hours 
-
,, 
,, tota l investment p e r hour 
(d) 
Average Investme :~t = tf, of tota l investTI,ent 100,% (n+l) 2n 
n = nuuher y e s.rs , life of equipment 
(e) 
129 
11 It has baen suggfcst<:d t he.t a rate or charg e for depreciation 
be establisned per hour for the fi::-st 2000 hours (normal usage) 
per y eRr ~md that 1/2 t his ::-at e be add ed for each hours use 
beyond the first 2000 hours up to 4000 h ours per year , and 
t hat 1/4 o f t he first rc..te Gl' cha:;.•t;e b e u~:ed for the hours 
use bey::Jn~ 4000 ~::Ju~s p =r yean" 







Appendix (C) (Cont 1d) 
(e) 
:tepa irs, l·'iaintenance e.nd Supplies 
(Including labor a.ssociated with them) 
Shovel Fer Year Per Hour 
3/4 20% o.o1% 
1/ :th 16.67% 0.0083% 
2112 12.5% 0.00625% 
(f) 
EstiJ;~atir.g Fuel e.nd Lubricating Gos·i;s 
Ccnslli~ption (Diesel Engines) 
130 
Fuel Consumption Lubrication Oil consumption 
Size of Shovel --~~P~e~r~H~.o~u~r~-----------P~er~h~:o~u~r~---------­






US G-allons Liters 
1.6 - 1-9 6.0 - 7-2 
2.4 - 2.9 9.0 -11.0 
3.1 - J.S 11.7-14.3 
3·7 - 4.5 14.0-17.0 
4.6- 5-5 17.~-20.8 
5.8 - 7.0 22.0-25-5 
7.0 - 8.5 26.4-32.1 











Data on Truck Haulage 
(a) 
Loading time + Hauling time + Dumping time 




Definition: The rolling is the resistance between the tires 
and level ground that must be overcome before the tires cs.n 
roll. It is normally expressed in pounds per ton of gross 
vehicle weight or in percent of gross vehicle weight. 
Type of Road Surface 
1. Smooth, hard, dry dirt and gravel 
\'iell maintained. Free of loose 
material 
lbs. /ton Per cent 
of Gross Vehicle 
40 lbs. 2% 
2. Dry dirt and gravel, not firmly pack-
ed. Some loose material 60 lbs. 3% 
3. Soft unplo~Ted dirt or poorly main-
tained dry dirt, rutted surface 




5· Soft, plm-red dirt or unpacked dirt fills 160 lb&. 8% 
6. Loose sand and gravel 
7. Deeply rutted, sticky or muddy, soft 
spongy base 
t ;o\ 
\ .· j 
200 lbs. 10% 
320 lbs. 16% 
Appendix D (cont 1 d) 
(c) 
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Grade Resiste.nce: If the road has 6% grade, ~rade · resistance. 
equal to 6% of gross vehicle '\oreight~ If grade of road is .8% 
with 4% rolling resistance, total resistance to be overcome 
by the vehicle is equal to (8% + 4%) = 12% of Gross Weight Vehicleo 
(d) 
Average Speeds Factors 
Length of Haul Unit Starting Un.it Entering Haul Road 
Accelerating Road . Section · f'ram Sho:Q Section 
.500 ft. ·50 
1000 ft. .6o 
2000 ft. 0 70 
3000 ft. 0 7.5 
· 4000 ft. and up .so .85 










Unfa vora ble 
(e) 
Total Turning and Dump~ng Time 
Per Hauling Cycle 
Euclid Bottom 













2 .o min. 
2.5 min. 
Loading Machine 















1 .o min. 
1 ·5 min. 
2 .-o min. 
Euclid Side-






Appendix D (Cont 1d) 
(f) 
Travel time in Minutes 
Speed Feet 
!•1PH 100 200 300 400 .500 600 700 800 900 1000 
7T 
3 · 379 · 7.57 1·1 36 1·51.5 1·893 2.272 2.6;) 3 · 03 3 . 41 3 . 79 
4 .2@4 
. 568 .853 1·136 1 . 42 1.70 2.00 2 . 27 2 • .5.5 2 . 84 
5 . 227 .454 .681 . 908 1 · 136 1 .363 1 ·59 1.82 2 . 04 2. 27 
6 
.189 · 378 ·568 · 757 . 946 1·136 1 . 325 1·51 1·70 1 · 89 
7 .162 .324 .487 . 649 . 811 · 974 1.136 1 · 30 1 .46 1.62 
8 
·142 .284 .426 ·568 . no .852 · 994 1 ·136 1 . 28 1 . 42 
9 .i26 . 252 · 378 · 505 . 631 -757 .883 1.00 1 ·136 1. 26 
10 
· 113 . 227 .J41 . 454 · 568 . 681 · 795 · 909 1 . 02 1 . 136 
12 ·5 .on . 182 . 273 . J63 .454 ·545 .636 . 727 . 818 . 909 
15 · 0 . 075 · 152 . 227 · 303 · 378 .4.54 · 530 .60.5 .681 · 757 
17· 5 . 065 . 129 .194 .259 . 324 .J89 . 454 · .519 ·584 . 649 
20 
. 057 ·113 · I70 . 227 . 284 . J41 · 397 . 454 ·511 . 568 
22 . 5 
. 050 .101 
·151 . 202 . 253 . 303 ·353 . 404 . !f54 ·505 
25 .o .045 . 090 ·136 . 181 .227 .272 ·31 7 . 363 .408 . 454 
27 -5 .041 . 082 . 124 . 165 . 206 .248 .289 · 330 ·371 .412 
30.0 .038 .076 
· 113 · 151 .1 89 . 227 • 26.5 . 303 · 341 . 379 
32·5 . 035 .070 . 104 . 139 .174 .209 .244 .279 . 314 . J49 
35 .o . 032 . 065 .on · 129 . 162 .184 . 227 . 2.59 . 291 . 324 
Estime.ted Production and Costs of i'iateria1 Movement ~-rith Euclids , 
The Euclid Road He.chinery Co ., Cleveland 17, Ohio , 1 946 , P • 6. 
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( h ) 
Fer fo r me.nc e Chart s of Typ i cal Euclid· Trucks 
Hodel 84 FD Rear- Du:np Euclid 15-t on 
G~t:.r Selec tion Travel Grade Grade 
Speeds Ab ility Abil i t y 
1 800 RH! Emnt ;z Lo ail.ed 
Lolv Range % % 
l s t 2 . 8 35 30 
2 nd Lf ,5 35 18 
3 rd 7 · 7 20 9 
4 t h 13 · 5 10 4 
5 t h 21. 3 6 2 
Rev ers e 3 ·5 35 23 
Hi gh Range 
l s t J.6 35 23 
2 nd 5·9 27 1 3 
3 rd 10 . 2 1 5 7 
4 th 17. 8 7 3 
5 t h 28 . 0 4 1 
Reverse 4.6 35 17 
Capacity : 9 . 7 cu . yd~:. Struck Measure; 11.4 cu . yds . Heaped 
Net \'ieigh t 35 , 600 1bs. 
Gross Height 65 , 600 lbs. 
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(h) (Cont 1 CL) 
Hociel 31 TD Rear-Dump Euclid, 22-ton 
Gear Selection Speed Grade Grade 




1 st J .l 35 -0 32 -5 
2 nd 5·2 35 -0 18-7 
3 rd 9-0 23 -3 10 .1 
4 th 15.6 12.4 4.9 
5 the 24. 6 7-1 2 . 3 
Reverse 4.1 35 .o 2Lf.5 
High: 
l st 4 .1 )5.0 24 .5 
2 nd 6. 9 31.0 13·7 
3 rd 11·7 17. 3 7.2 
4 th 20 . 6 9.0 3.2 
5 t~ 32.4 5·0 1. 3 
F.everse 5-4 35 .o 18.0 
Capacity: 14.8 cu. yo.s . struck and 16.2 cu. yds . heaped 
Net i'!eight: Lf! , )OO lbs. 




English to Metric 
1 Hile = 1.609 Kilometer 
1 Yard= 0.91441~eter 
1 ~'oot = 0.3048 Heter 
1 Inch= 2.5[~ Centimeter 
Hetric to English 
1 Kilometer= 0.6214 miles 




1 Sq. Hile = 2.5899 Sq. Kilometers 1 sq. kilometer= 0.3861 sq. miles 
247.1 acres 1 Acre 0.~·047 Hectare 
1 Sq. Yd. 0.836 Sq. Meters 
1 Sq. Foot= 0.0929 Sq. Meters 
1 Hectare = 2.471 acres 
1 Are = 0.0247 Acre 





1 cu. yd. 
1 cu. yd. 
0.7645 cu. meters 
0.02832 cu. meters 
28.317 Liters 
1 u.s. gallon= 3.785 Liters 
1 u.s. quart= 0.946 Liters 
1 cu. meter= 35·314 cu. ft. 
1.308 cu. yd. 
1 liter 0.0353 cu. ft. 
1 liter= 0.2642 u.s. gallon 
lol96 sq. yd. 
!<Ieasure of ifeight 
1 long ton= 1.0161 metric ton 
1 short ton= 0.9072 metric ton 
1 pound = .4)2 ltilogram 
1 metr.ic ton= 2204.6 lbs. 
1 kilogram = 2.204 lbs. 
Money Heasure 
American to Turkish 
1 dollar = 2.83 Turkish lira 
1 cent = 0.0283 kurus 
Heat 
1 :a.T.U. • 252 Calorie 
Turkish to American 
1 Turkish lira= $0.46 
1 Kurus = .46 cent 
1 Calorie 3.968 B.T.U • 
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